ScandiKitchen Summer

• A top trend in 2015, Scandinavian food continues to be hugely popular.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-932-8
176 pages (wood-free paper) I 100 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £16.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: March 2018

• The follow up to Brontë Aurell’s highly popular books. The Scandi Kitchen
(ISBN 978-1-84975-654-9) sold over 10,000 copies and ScandiKitchen Fika
and Hygge (ISBN 978-1-84975-759-1) sold over 11,000 copies.
• Brontë Aurell’s inclusive style has gained ScandiKitchen over 23,000
Facebook followers and @Scanditwitchen on Twitter has thousands of followers.
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Brontë Aurell, owner of the ScandiKitchen Café in London, brings her famous
flair to over 65 Scandinavian-style recipes that perfectly capture the joy of
summer eating. In the warmer months we crave food that is often naturally
lighter and nourishing. Scandinavians do summer food so well – it is
wholesome, flavoursome, simple to make and sumptuous to look at. In
Scandinavian culture, eating well is all about ‘lagom’ or balance – everything
in moderation. Try the tempting breakfast ideas such as Blueberry Porridge.
Sharing plates such as Smoked Mackerel Rillettes with Rye Crisps are ideal
for grazing, while satisfying larger plates include Herbed Pork Tenderloin with
Hasselback Potatoes or Danish Plaice with Remoulade. The all-important cake
and fika recipes include a Midsummer Strawberry Cake and Skinny Lemon
Muffins. A classic Sourdough Rye Loaf and Seeded Crispbread with Dried
Nettles are on offer in the breads chapter, and tempting desserts include a
Swedish Mess with Cloudberries, plus there are some refreshing summer
drinks to sip, such as a traditional aquavit cocktail. Also included are Brontë’s
fascinating insights into Scandinavian summer traditions and celebrations.

781849 759328

Bananbrød
Banana & Rye Bread
At our cafe, people used to ask for banana bread a lot. As it’s not a really

BRONTË AURELL
is a Danish cook, author, entrepreneur and
restaurateur. Together with her Swedish
husband Jonas, she runs the ScandiKitchen
Café, grocery shop, online store and
wholesale business. Brontë has been
published widely in the national press
and has also made a number of radio and
television appearances as a guest chef on
Channel 4’s Sunday Brunch and Home
Comforts at Christmas with James Martin.
She lives in London with Jonas and their
two young daughters.

traditional Scandinavian thing, we wanted to make it our own with a ‘Scandi’
twist. So, we created this version with added rye flour to make it more
wholesome. We like to serve it with a delicious cinnamon butter that just
melts on slices of this loaf when toasted.

125 g/11⁄8 sticks butter
150 g/3 ⁄4 cup dark brown
soft sugar
4 very ripe bananas
100 g/1⁄2 cup Greek yogurt
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 teaspoon vanilla extract or
vanilla sugar
125 g/1 scant cup plain/
all-purpose ﬂour
125 g/11⁄4 cups whole rye ﬂour
1⁄
2 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon bicarbonate of soda/
baking soda
2 UK large/US extra-large eggs
cinnamon butter to serve (optional)
a 500 g/ 1 lb loaf pan, lined
with baking parchment
Makes 1 loaf

Preheat the oven to 180°C (350°F) Gas 4.
In a stand mixer with the paddle attachment, cream together the
butter and dark brown soft sugar.
Meanwhile, mash the bananas and mix with the yogurt, lemon juice
and vanilla and set aside.
Mix the ﬂours with the salt and bicarbonate of soda/baking soda
and set aside.
When the butter and sugar are creamy and well combined, add the
eggs one at the time, scraping down the sides of the bowl between
each addition to ensure they are fully incorporated.
Add the mashed banana mixture and mix until incorporated, then
add the ﬂours and mix brieﬂy until smooth. Do not over mix.
Bake in the middle of the preheated oven for around
30 minutes. – Check with a skewer – it is done when the middle
just comes out clean. Leave to cool. Serve toasted with
cinnamon butter (see below).
Cinnamon butter
Mix 3 tablespoons of strong
cinnamon sugar with half a packet
of soft butter – re-chill and use
as needed.

Asparges salat med hestebøer
Asparagus & Bean Salad
A simple, but delicious little salad. Västerbotten is an
aged Swedish cheese but you can use Pecorino or Grana instead.
Once the broad/fava beans are cooked, I do take the time to
remove the outer cloudy shell. Inside is the soft beautiful green
bean. Yes, it takes time and if you can’t be bothered, I’m sure the
bean-police wont be out to get you. This is a nice side salad
to serve on a smorgasbord or at a BBQ.

1 bunch of local asparagus
(approx. 200 g/7 oz.)
150 g/11⁄4 cups double podded
broad/fava beans
fresh tarragon leaves, to taste
50 g/1⁄4 cup shavings
of Västerbotten cheese
toasted pinenuts or hazelnuts

1 tablespoon balsamic
vinegar
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 teaspoon honey
salt and freshly ground black
pepper
Serves 4 as a generous starter
(or light lunch)

DRESSING
3 tablespoons good cold
pressed olive or rapeseed oil
Pod the broad/fava beans from their outer large pods, then cook
them in boiling water for 1 minute. Throw in the asparagus and cook
for a further 2 minutes (if the asparagus spears are quite large, put them
in at the start of cooking). Plunge all the vegetables into ice-cold water
to stop the cooking process.
Set the beans to one side and then remove the whitish outer pod (and
podding) to reveal the green tender beans inside. Slice the asparagus
spears into pieces and toss together with the beans.

also available:

Whisk together the ingredients for the dressing, adding salt and pepper
to taste.

ScandiKitchen Fika & Hygge
ISBN: 978-1-84975-759-1
£16.99

Arrange the salad on a plate and add some fresh tarragon leaves.
Scatter over shavings of cheese, to taste, and top with dressing. For
a nutty ﬁnish, add a sprinkling of toasted hazelnuts or pinenuts, if you
like. Serve immediately.

54 SALADS & SHARING PLATES
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Asian Tapas
Fusing the friendly concept of Spanish sharing plates with the more exotic
flavours of Asian cuisine, Asian Tapas offers a multitude of delicious recipes
for small bites. Food from Eastern corners of the world is often thought of as
some of the most exciting and enticing on the planet. Whether umami-rich
with Japanese miso or soy sauce, spiked with gently building layers of aromatic
Indian spices, or replete with fragrant Thai herbs, chilli and garlic, each mouthful
packs a big flavour punch. The savoury little bites that usually serve as a
precursor to an Asian meal are no exception flavour-wise, and quite often
everyone will scramble to take the last one on the plate! Now, with Asian Tapas,
you can make these tempting morsels the centre of attention. Here you’ll find
a great collection of over 60 recipes that will satisfy any Asian-food aficionado
and which includes everything from samosas to sushi and dumplings to dosas.
Choose from Spicy Fritters, Thai Green Curry Chicken Wings, Popcorn Tofu,
Summer Rolls with Mackerel, Quinoa Temaki and Pork, Salt and Pepper Squid,
BBQ Pork Belly Skewers and Charred Shrimp with Spicy Dipping Sauce.
• Small plates are an exciting, on-trend, sociable way to eat, with many cool
new restaurants taking this approach to serving food.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-934-2
144 pages I 80 colour photographs
210 x 170 mm I £9.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: March 2018

• A colourful array of mouth-watering dishes from around the world, from
Thai cuisine to Vietnamese, Chinese, Indian, Japanese, Korean and more.
• Over 60 simple yet impressive recipes to make and enjoy at home – perfect
for serving with drinks or as part of a sharing table.

51495
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Mezze
Mezze features a mouth-watering collection of Mediterranean and Middle
Eastern dips, bites, salads and other small plates to share, to enjoy as appetizers
or light meals. At its simplest, mezze can be represented by a bowl of gleaming
olives marinated in lemon juice and crushed coriander seeds, or a mixture of
roasted nuts and seeds tossed in salt and dried thyme. At its most elaborate,
it can be presented as an entire feast comprising a myriad of little colourful
dishes, each the bearer of something savoury or sweet but always delicious. In
this edition you’ll discover such exciting recipes as Orange and Date Salad with
Chillies and Preserved Lemon; Hot Hummus with Pine Nuts and Chilli Butter;
Baby Saffron Squid stuffed with Bulgur and Zahtar; and Stuffed Dates in
Clementine Syrup – nothing beats the magic of mezze.
• Reformatted gift edition of Ghillie Basan’s popular book Mezze with blueedged pages and stunning new jacket.
• Mezze dishes are based on fresh seasonal produce, simple cheeses, yogurts
and whole grains – all foods that are enjoying a surge in popularity.
• Small plates for sharing are popular, fuss-free and sociable way to entertain.
GHILLIE BAŞAN
has worked all over the world as a cookery
writer, journalist, and restaurant critic. She
is Cordon Bleu trained and has written a
number of highly acclaimed books,
including Flavours of Morocco and Tagines
& Couscous for Ryland Peters & Small. She
lives in the Scottish highlands.

ISBN: 978-1-84975-935-9
NEW
144 pages (wood-free paper)
EDITION
100 colour photographs
210 x 170 mm I £9.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: February 2018
Rights sold: FR, DE, SE, GR, NL
51495
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Hummus Where the Heart Is

• Includes 55 recipes and variations to suit every hummus need.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-928-1
128 pages (wood-free paper) I 90 colour
photographs I 210 x 170 mm I £9.99
hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: March 2018

• Tasty and healthy foodstuffs that are all dairy-free and suitable for vegans.
• Chefs such as Ottolenghi and Claudia Roden have popularized Middle Eastern
food so much so that hummus is now considered a modern fridge staple.
• This book, with a lovingly shaped die-cut heart, is perfect for any hummus fan.
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It’s the humble Eastern Mediterranean mezze dish that stole our hearts – who’d
have thought a little bowl of smashed up chickpeas could taste like magic?
Hummus has become an essential item for any modern well-stocked fridge,
whether served as a dip with breadsticks, slathered on bread to give oomph
to kebabs or sandwiches, or offered as part of a main meal in its own right.
Homemade hummus is superior to store-bought in many ways: it is less
sour, more intense in fresh flavours and inexpensive to put together. Here author
Dunja Gulin shares her tips and tricks for making perfect homemade hummus,
so that you can get the flavour balance and texture just right every time. The
classic combination is usually chickpeas, lemon juice, garlic and tahini – but
this basic recipe is so versatile that it gratefully absorbs any flavour you can
throw at it. Hummus Where the Heart Is includes such recipes as Onion Jam
Hummus, Indonesian-style Hummus, a Baked Aubergine variety and a moreish
Cashew and Avocado concoction. There is even a chapter of Dippers, which
includes Chapatis, Pitta Breads and Sesame Grissini, with chapters for Hummus
Meals and even a daring Desserts section!

781849 759281

DUNJA GULIN
has worked for almost a decade as a
cooking teacher and chef (both on retreats
and for private clients) and contributed to
several healthy cookbooks. She also runs
her own fermented food workshops. She is
the author of a popular book on vegan
breakfast published in her native Croatia,
and of The Vegan Baker, Raw Food
Kitchen, The Vegan Pantry and Falafel
Forever for RPS. Dunja lives in Croatia.

also available:

Falafel Forever
ISBN: 978-1-84975-816-1
£9.99
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The Island Poké Cookbook
The Hawaiian people have a laid-back love of life, and Island Poké is a London
restaurant committed to sharing this ethos and the authentic flavours from
these shores in over 65 recipes. Poké (pronounced Po-Keh) means to ‘slice’
or ‘dice’ in Hawaiian but it has evolved to become the Hawaiian staple of
sliced raw fish served on rice with many condiments and toppings. James, the
author and founder of Island Poké, became hooked on this delicacy as a child
on the beach in Maui. Fast-forward a couple of decades, James sensed a gap
in the market for an authentic and sustainable approach to Hawaiian cuisine.
Thus, Island Poké was born − fusing the joy of real Hawaiian food, which is a
delicious fusion of many cuisines including Polynesian, Japanese, Chinese,
South American, Pacific Rim and even Portuguese influences. The book
includes recipes for popular poké dishes sold in the restaurant such as classic
Spicy Ahi and Golden Beetroot with Chilli Lime Shoyu. There are multicultural
Pacific Rim inspired dishes such as Sea Bass Crudo, Teriyaki Salmon Chirashi
and Baja Poke Tostadas. Famous Luau feasting recipes include Kalua Pork,
Pacific Chowder and Huli Huli Chicken. Finally, a chapter showcasing tropical
brunches and bakes includes Acai Bowls and Courgette and Pecan Loaf.
• Includes 65 recipes plus five illuminating features on Hawaiian culture.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-968-7
176 pages (wood-free paper) I 100 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £16.99
hardback, decorative quarter-binding
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: June 2018

• Island Poké continues to grow in popularity, with a growth increase of 200%
and around 2,000 of its freshly prepared poké bowls are sold each week.
• With its delicious, vibrant and healthy food, Island Poké has become the
go-to destination for London office workers, health enthusiasts and foodies.

52195
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JAMES GOULD-PORTER
is a British-born restaurateur who was
raised between Hawaii and California.
He trained under an ex-Nobu sushi chef
before starting to sell poké in a street-food
residency in 2012. With investment from
ex-Soho House commercial director Chris
Miller, the first Island Poké restaurant
opened in Soho in November 2016 and
a second in Liverpool Street in July 2017.

also available:

My Vegan Travels
ISBN: 978-1-84975-883-3
£16.99
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Everyone Loves Tacos

• Tacos are one of the biggest food trends of 2017, with many new tacodedicated restaurants opening such as Temper and Breddos Tacos.
• Includes over 70 recipes to inspire you to get your taste-buds tingling.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-933-5
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 80 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £14.99
hardback, decorative quarter-binding
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: February 2018

• Co-author Felipe Fuentes Cruz is also the owner of Dona Nata Mexican
Kitchen in Los Cabos, Mexico.
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Tacos are the beating heart of Mexico’s food scene. Take your pick from over
70 authentic recipes for these little pocket rocket wraps, brought to you
by Felipe Fuentes Cruz and Ben Fordham of London restaurant chain
Benito’s Hat: Burritos and Margaritas. From simple supermarket kits to
high-end restaurant revamps, a whole spectrum of taco offerings now exist for
your pleasure. These small but mighty Mexican staples are finally getting the
credit they deserve on the worldwide culinary stage. With this book, you can
bring the buzzing atmosphere and high-quality eating experience of street
food tacos into the comfort of your own kitchen. Now the clever guys behind
Benito’s Hat bring you delicious recipes simple enough to cook up a fiesta in
your own kitchen. With recipes for Little Cravings (antojitos), Breakfast Tacos,
Chicken, Pork and Beef Tacos, Fish and Seafood Tacos, inventive Vegetarian
Tacos and Salsas, Relishes and Sides, Everyone Loves Tacos will have a taco
for every palate and occasion. There is even a chapter for Sweet Tacos with
recipes such as Chocolate Ice Cream with Agave!

beef brisket barbacoa

barbacoa de res
Slow-cooked shredded beef, spicy and smoky with chipotle.
2 kg/3½ lbs. trimmed beef brisket
100 g/4 oz. red onions
300 g/10 oz. large tomatoes
4 tablespoons paprika
2 teaspoons ground cumin
1 tablespoon chipotle chilli/chili
2 teaspoons dried avocado leaves
3 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon ground black pepper
2 teaspoons rice vinegar
2 litres/quarts water

FELIPE FUENTES CRUZ
was born in Puebla, Mexico and has
worked in the US, Spain and London.
Felipe is also the owner of Dona Nata
Mexican Kitchen in Los Cabos, Mexico. He
now lives in Baja California Sur in Mexico.

Serve with

2 limes, cut in to wedges
12 ﬂour or corn tortillas, warmed
1 avocado, peeled and stoned, ﬂesh
cubed
Salsa Tatemada (see page 116)
SERVES 4

BEN FORDHAM had fallen in love with
real Mexican food when he lived in Texas.
He and Felipe met and had the same
dream of bringing great Mexican food to
London and in 2008, Benito’s Hat: Burritos
and Margaritas was born.

Clean and slice the red onions about 1 cm/1/2 inch thick
and put to the side. Wash and slice the tomatoes into
wedges and put to the side.
Cut the beef into big chunks and place in a large
lidded saucepan. Pour the water into the saucepan and
add the sliced onion, wedged tomatoes, paprika, cumin,
chipotle chilli/chili, dried avocado leaves, salt, black
pepper and rice vinegar, and mix together with
a big spoon.
Place the saucepan on a high heat and bring it to the
boil, then cover with a lid and reduce the heat to low and
simmer gently for 3 hours stirring occasionally.
Shred the meat inside the saucepan with tongs or fork.
Just before serving squeeze one of the limes over the
shredded meat (barbacoa).
TO SERVE Put the meat on a tortilla, add the avocado, a
spoonful of Salsa Tatemada and a squeeze of lime juice.

48 TACOS DE POLLO Y CARNE

Real Mexican Food
ISBN: 978-1-84975-819-2
£16.99

ooooooooo

also available:

TACOS 3

salmon & spicy black bean

salmon con frijoles
negros picantes
A deliciously different fish taco which combines succulent oven-baked salmon
with a satisfying black bean mash, pepped up with fresh ginger and garlic.
salmon

500 g/18 oz. fresh salmon ﬁllet
2–3 garlic cloves, ﬁnely chopped
½ teaspoon ﬁnely grated fresh
ginger
pinch of white pepper
beans

165 g/1 cup dried black beans
3 tablespoons vegetable oil
2 teaspoons dried chile de arbol
¼ onion, ﬁnely chopped
1 garlic clove, chopped
1 tablespoon ground avocado
leaves
½ teaspoon salt
Serve with

12 ﬂour or corn tortillas, warmed
Lime Red Onions (see page 120)
fresh jalapenos (seeds and stems
removed), thinly sliced
SERVES 4

FOR THE BEANS Put the dried beans in 2 litres/
quarts of water in a deep saucepan and bring to
the boil.
Turn the heat down low, partially cover and
simmer gently for 2 hours
Check every 30 minutes to be sure there is
still enough water and stir so that the beans don’t
stick to the bottom.
After 2 hours, heat the oil in a large saucepan
over a medium heat. Add the dried chile de arbol,
onion, garlic and avocado leaves and fry gently
for 15–20 seconds. Mix together with the cooked
black beans. Transfer the beans to a blender
and blend for 1 minute. Tip into a saucepan and
bring them back to a medium heat and simmer
for 2–3 minutes as this will bring out the rich and
aromatic ﬂavour. Put to one side to cool.

Preheat the oven to 220ºC
(425ºF) Gas 7. Line an ovenproof dish with
aluminium foil and add a splash of olive oil. Place
the salmon on the foil. Add the grated ginger and
scatter over the chopped garlic, gently pushing
it into the ﬁllets. Bake in the preheated oven for
20–25 minutes.
TO SERVE Layer up the spicy beans over the
warm tortilla then place the pieces of cooked
salmon and top it up with the Lime Red Onions
and sliced jalapenos.

FOR THE SALMON

70 TACOS DE MARISCOS

TACOS 5
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Sheet Pan Cooking
The sheet pan is your new best friend and getting dinner on the table at the
end of a hard day has just become easy. The dishes in this book will save you
time, help you create healthy family food and cut down on washing up so you
can get on with your life. This book aims to show you just how simple a step it
is to take to create colourful, diverse tray bakes. From an All-in-one Breakfast
to a Grain-free Tomato Spaghetti Bake, these are the sorts of recipes that the
whole family will enjoy, making it possible, finally, to sit down together for a
meal regularly. This book will show you that real food meals are not rocket
science. The recipes are not complicated and they won’t take a huge amount
of your time as it’s all about making the oven do the work. All you need to do
is prepare the ingredients (whether it be meat, fish or vegetables) arrange it
all on one sheet pan, add seasoning and let the heat do the rest! As you gain
confidence with this method of cooking you’ll find there are so many
possibilities and ways you can create new family favourites, all the while
freeing up more of your valuable time – there’s now no need to compromise!
• 101 ideas for simple and nutritious family meals straight from the oven.
• Sheet pan cooking is one-pot cooking reinvented.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-936-6
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 90 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £14.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: March 2018

• Nutritious recipes for all the family including vegetarian and vegan dishes
plus deliciously healthy desserts.
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ALL IN ONE BREAKFAST

JENNY TSCHIESCHE
is one of the UK’s leading nutrition experts
and the founder of the successful
lunchboxdoctor.com. She has developed a
reputation for creating and presenting
delicious and nutritious new recipes for
audiences globally via TV, radio, in person
through workshops and seminars but also
working with brands to develop recipes
that show their product off at its best.
Jenny provides specialist nutrition and
dietary advice to a wide range of people
including top athletes, sporting bodies,
people dealing with illness, and parents
and their children.

You’ll need just 5 ingredients for this simple one pan dish. It’s a delicious twist on the
traditional breakfast of bacon and eggs and one to be enjoyed by all at any time of day.
4 large ﬁeld mushrooms
2 tablespoons olive oil
12 slices of parma ham
or bresaola
4 eggs
1 tablespoon freshly chopped
parsley
sea salt and freshly ground
black pepper
SERVES 2–3

Preheat the oven to 220˚C (425˚F) Gas 7.
Place the mushrooms in a rimmed baking sheet. Drizzle over the olive
oil and salt and pepper. Bake in the preheated oven for 15 minutes.
Check that the mushrooms are almost cooked through. If not, cook
for up to a further 5 minutes.
Add the ham or bresaola to the sheet. Crack the eggs on top of the
ham/bresaola.
Bake for another 7–10 minutes, until the eggs are just cooked.
Remove from the oven, sprinkle over the fresh parsley and enjoy.

SWEET POTATO & KALE HASH
WITH BAKED EGGS
Bacon and eggs combine with the ‘powerhouse’ ﬂavours of sun-dried tomatoes and
sweet potato and the super green leafy vegetable kale to create a delicious hash.
2 medium sweet potatoes,
peeled and grated
65 g/2 cups baby kale leaves
or the same amount of kale,
destalked and chopped up
small
6 slices unsmoked back bacon,
very sliced thinly
1
1 /2 tablespoons dried oregano

90 g/1/2 cup sun-dried tomato
pesto
or sun-dried tomato paste
1 tablespoon olive oil
6 eggs
SERVES 2–4
AS A MAIN MEAL

Preheat the oven to 200˚C (400˚F) Gas 6.
Mix the grated sweet potato with the kale
leaves, bacon, oregano, pesto/paste and
olive oil.
Place the mix into a baking pan and bake
in the preheated oven for 15 minutes.
Make some holes in the mixture to crack
the eggs into. Add the eggs and bake for
a further 7–10 minutes until the eggs are
just cooked. Serve.

MOROCCAN CHICKEN
The root vegetables and apples in this recipe serve to not
only soak up the delicious cooking juices from the chicken
but also to provide a contrast in texture and ﬂavour to the
gentle Moroccan spices. It’s a dish of ideal size and
sufﬁcient grandeur to be eaten at times of celebration.
1 large organic or free range
chicken
500 g/18 oz. carrots,
quartered lengthways
500 g/18 oz. sweet potatoes,
peeled and cut into 1.5 cm/
1/2 inch discs
3 Granny Smith apples, cored
and quartered

zest and juice of 1 large orange
250 ml/1 cup chicken stock
250 ml/1 cup white wine
1 tablespoon grated root
ginger
2 teaspoons ras-el-hanout or
a Moroccan spice mix
21/2 teaspoons salt
SERVES 4

Preheat the oven to 200˚C (400˚F) Gas 6.
Find a roasting pan large enough for the chicken,
vegetables and fruit plus liquid to ﬁt in.
Place the chicken in the roasting pan. Put the carrots,
sweet potatoes and apples around the chicken.
Mix the orange zest, juice, stock, wine, ginger and
ras-el-hanout in a bowl and pour over the chicken and
vegetables.
Season the skin of the chicken with the salt.
Roast in the preheated oven for 1 hour 25 minute, basting
frequently.
Cover the chicken with foil after half the cooking time to
ensure the outside is not overcooked.

ROAST CHICKEN & BEANS WITH ROOT VEGETABLES
This dish is what my husband describes as ‘a proper feed’. It’s a tasty, ﬁlling all in one dish, combining winter
vegetables and white beans with succulent roasted chicken. A dish that can be made for any occasion.

also available:

Superfood Slow Cooker
ISBN: 978-1-84975-843-7
£14.99

3 tablespoons olive oil
1 whole organic or free range chicken
1 lemon, halved
2 large leeks, thickly sliced
4 large cloves of garlic, peeled and halved
1/2 swede, peeled and diced
6 baby parsnips or 2 large parsnips
sliced into 6 x 2 cm/2 x 3/4 inch ﬁngers
500 g/18 oz. Brussels Sprouts
(untrimmed weight), trimmed and
halved
2 tablespoons chopped fresh thyme
1 tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon balsamic
glaze
sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
1 can white beans, drained and rinsed
SERVES 6

Preheat the oven to 200˚C (400˚F) Gas 6.
Heat 1 tablespoon of olive oil in a very large baking pan (a large joint roasting
pan should work here) in the oven for 3 minutes.
Add the whole chicken, place skin side down initially then immediately turn it
over and rest breast-side up on the baking sheet. Season generously with salt
and pepper and place the two lemon halves inside the cavity of the chicken.
Roast for the time speciﬁed on the packaging.
Meanwhile chop and prepare the vegetables. Put all prepared vegetables into
a large bowl and stir in another 1 tablespoon olive oil and 1 tablespoon
balsamic glaze with a pinch of salt, a twist of pepper and the chopped thyme.
50 minutes before the end of roasting the chicken add the vegetables to the
baking pan and baste the chicken with the juices. Stir twice and baste the
chicken twice more whilst they both cook.
Take the chicken out of the baking pan and stir in the beans and let them just
sit in the oven with the door shut and the oven turned off.

POULTRY 53
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The Clever Camper Cookbook
Having spent months exploring the world in their trusty VW camper, Megan
Winter-Barker and Simon Fielding are experts at putting together incredible
food equipped with just a two-burner camping stove and a tiny fridge or cool
box. The Clever Camper Cookbook features over 20 of the best recipes they
came up with on their travels – there’s no fuss, nothing too fancy, just
deliciously simple cooking. Whether you’re on top of a mountain, down by the
water’s edge, or setting up for a few nights at a festival, they’ve got all your
food needs covered. Start the day with one-pot Mexican poached eggs with
chorizo, tuck into satay chicken for lunch, and enjoy an al fresco feast under
the stars with ideas for Spanish meatballs, Asian stir fries, fiery curries, and
more. No longer does food on the road have to involve yet another can of
beans!

ISBN: 978-1-911026-41-9
64 pages (wood-free paper) I 60 colour
photographs & artworks I 190 x 190 mm
£8.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 40
Publication: March 2018
9

• The simple shopping list helps you maximize the number of meals you can
make with a minimum amount of ingredients.
• A clever key-code system will help you pick the meals that feature the
ingredients you have at hand. Plus, every recipe can easily be scaled up when
cooking for a group of friends.

781911 026419

MEGAN WINTER-BARKER &
SIMON FIELDING
are keen travellers and big foodies. They
both grew up in the beautiful Lake District,
where Simon’s family business The Apple
Pie Café and Bakery is located. The Clever
Camper Cookbook came from a road-trip
around Europe that they took in their
campervan ‘Pip’. They both live in London.

WHATEVER'S IN THE FRIDGE RISOTTO
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• Designed with practicality in mind, all dishes can be cooked in a small
space, are super simple to make, and won’t break the bank when you’re
travelling on a budget.

Risotto is perfect for using up odds and ends in the fridge.
Follow these key stages to make a tasty risotto, and then add
your own twist using whatever ingredients are available.

Ingredients

Method

Olive oil

Heat a splash of oil in a non-stick pan, over a medium-high heat. Add the
onion and fry for 2–3 minutes. (If you’re using chorizo and bacon, add them
now and fry until crispy.)

1 onion, ﬁnely chopped
1 clove garlic, crushed
2 cups (500ml) chicken or vegetable
stock (made with 1 stock cube)
1 cup (175g) risotto rice
Your choice of cheese, butter, or
crème fraîche (or sour cream)

Mix it up
Make ﬁsh risotto by cooking a
salmon ﬁllet separately, then ﬂake it
and add to the risotto when you put
in your creamy ingredients.
For Spanish-inspired risotto, add a
chicken breast, 4in/10cm of chorizo,
a bell pepper, and tomato, all chopped.
For a summery dish, choose a
handful of green veg with some basil
pesto, and maybe add 1–2 chopped
slices of bacon.

Next add the crushed garlic. If you’re using other meat, such as chicken, add
it now and fry until the meat is sealed.
Add any veg that needs a bit of time to cook, such as bell peppers, zucchini
(courgettes), leeks, or mushrooms. Fry the veg for 5 minutes, then add the
risotto rice. Here you can also add a splash of white or red wine, or a good
tablespoon of pesto. Fry for another 2–3 minutes.
Add the stock to the pan and season to taste. Give it a stir and then turn the
heat down to a simmer. It should take around 30 minutes for the rice to cook,
but keep checking on your risotto and add a splash more stock or water if it
starts to look dry.
When the rice is very nearly cooked, add any veg that needs a short time to
cook, such as cherry tomatoes or peas, and any ingredients to make your
risotto creamy. These could be a handful of grated cheese, a tablespoon of
crème fraîche, or a splash of cream. Taste and season.
Cook for another 5 minutes until the rice is cooked and then serve.

MAIN MEALS

SHOPPING LIST

USEFUL EQUIPMENT

IN THE CUPBOARD

IN THE FRIDGE

Stock up once on these ingredients and you should
be set for at least a week’s camping and cooking!

You’ve probably got little, if any, fridge space, so
stock up on these ingredients as and when you need
to. If you’re running out of room, there will always be
a recipe to help you use up whatever’s left!

Carbs

Condiments

Dried pasta
Risotto and basmati rice
Bread

Soy sauce
Sweet chili sauce
Olive oil
Basil pesto
Peanut butter
Tomato paste (purée)
Curry paste

Herbs, spices &
flavorings
Red pepper (chili) ﬂakes
Mixed herbs
Basil
Salt and freshly ground
black pepper
Fajita spice mix
Stock cubes

Cans & jars
Wholegrain mustard
Honey
14-oz (400-g) can of tomatoes
14-oz (400-g) can of beans
(your choice of type)
Coconut milk

8 SHOPPING LIST

Baking
All-purpose (plain) ﬂour
Dried yeast sachets

Fruit & veg
Garlic
Onions
Potatoes

Sweet things
Marshmallows
Chocolate buttons
Favorite cookies (biscuits)

Meat & fish

Fresh fruit & veg

Chicken breast
Bacon
Ground (minced) beef
(1lb 2oz/500g pack)
Chorizo ring
Salmon ﬁllets

Scallions (spring onions)
Bell peppers
Mushrooms
Cherry tomatoes
Chilies
Green beans
Zucchini (courgettes)
Bananas
Strawberries
Cilantro (coriander)

Dairy
Cheese (Cheddar and/or
Parmesan are best)
Butter
Milk
Crème fraîche (or sour
cream)
Eggs

Here’s a short list of some items that we found really
useful while we were cooking and traveling.
We recommend investing in a really good-quality
non-stick deep skillet (frying pan), preferably with
a lid, that you can use for everything, from cooking
fried breakfasts and pancakes, to pasta and one-pot
dishes. The better the pan, the easier the washing up!
Regular pan with a lid, for boiling pasta, etc
Flat-pack colander (a great space-saving item)
Silicone spatulas (great for easy washing up)
Garlic crusher
Measuring spoons & cups
Measuring jug
Skewers
Two chopping boards
Knives with protective sheaths
Can opener
Bottle opener
Cheese grater
Peeler
BBQ tongs
Kettle
Lighter/matches
Kitchen foil

27

USING THE KEY
There is a simple key to
help you easily see which
main ingredients are
used in each recipe. This
way you can ﬂick through
the book and choose
dishes based on which
ingredients you need
to use up.

15 MINS
30 MINS
45 MINS
60+ MINS

CREME FRAICHE
EGG
CHEESE
MILK
BEEF
CHORIZO
CHICKEN
BACON
FISH
POTATO
PASTA
BREAD
TOMATO
MUSHROOM
CHILI
BELL PEPPER
BANANA
USING THE KEY

9

also available:

The Student Cookbook
ISBN: 978-1-84975-868-0
£9.99

THE CLEVER CAMPER COOKBOOK I 7
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Summer Grilling
What better way to celebrate summer than to enjoy the very best food cooked
over the fire whether at the beach, camping or in your own back garden.
Combining fresh flavours with exciting grilling techniques including cooking on
a fire pit, salt block grilling and cedar plank smoking, Valerie Aikman-Smith
presents 65 recipes for relaxed summer food. Try delicious seafood recipes
including Baja Fish Tacos with Blistered Jalapeños, Grilled Snapper in Banana
Leaves and Mezcal Lime Shrimp on a Salt Block. For meat-lovers there’s a host
of ideas for grilling your favourite fare such as Jerk Pork with Mango Chutney
and Grilled Honey Plantains, Portuguese Piri Piri Poussin and an All-American
Burger. Valerie includes fabulous vegetable options from Grilled Courgette
Flowers with Shiso Lemon Salt to Roasted Cauliflower with Walnut Romesco.
Sweet things to round off an alfresco feast include Matcha Ice Cream with
Black Sesame Praline or a classic Grilled Banana Split with Dark Chocolate
Sauce. Finally, if all the heat has made you thirsty, try a Basil Aperol Spritz
with Flowering Herbs, Sicilian Slush Cocktail or a Watermelon Margarita.
• Incredible flavours, inspiring ingredients and the epitome of laid-back
entertaining – grilling is the best way to cook in the summertime.
• 65 fish, meat, vegetarian and vegan recipes to grill around the fire.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-967-0
160 pages (wood-free paper) I 100 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £16.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: May 2018

• Beautifully atmospheric photographs shot on location in Lompoc, California.
• Smoke & Spice (ISBN 978-1-84975-350-0) by the same author, has sold
over 11,500 copies.

52195
9

781849 759670

VALERIE AIKMAN-SMITH
is a Los Angeles-based food stylist and
writer. She worked in top restaurants
before going on to style food for films such
as Titanic and for Food Network TV. Her
work is featured in many magazines and
books, and she is the author of Salt,
Pepper, Smoke & Spice and Pickled &
Packed for Ryland Peters & Small. Read
more at www.valerieaikman-smith.com.

also available:

The Mediterranean Table
ISBN: 978-1-84975-813-0
£19.99

8 I SUMMER GRILLING
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The Veggie Salad Bowl

ISBN: 978-1-84975-965-6
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 100 colour
photographs I 210 x 170 mm I £9.99
hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: May 2018

• Sales of lettuce and salad leaves reach an all-time high. A record level of 786
million (785,759,984) bags, bowls and heads of lettuce were sold – an increase
of more than 23.5 million (23,597,214) on the year before (Source: British Leafy
Salads Association).
• The Salad Bowl (ISBN: 978-1-84975-601-3) sold more than 10,000 copies.

51495
9
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Modern salads are seriously sexy. Fresh, light and quick to prepare, a salad is
how most of us prefer to eat in the warmer months. With more and more people
aspiring to eat healthier meat-free or part-time vegetarian diets and with such
a large variety of fresh vegetables, fruits, grains, seeds and seasonings now
available, there has never been a better time to dig out and dust off those salad
servers! These recipes take their inspiration from countries all around the globe
and show just how easy it is to whip up colourful vegetarian and vegan dishes
that are full of flavour and texture. From bright and bold Mediterranean recipes
to spicy and sweet Asian-inspired classics, from forkfuls of fluffy and fragrant
Middle Eastern grains to tangy and spicy Mexican fare, plant-based salads have
never been so exciting. This inspiring recipe collection brings together beautifully
balanced combinations of ingredients that can be put together in a matter of
minutes for time-efficient midweek meals, stylish sharing platters that are fit
for entertaining friends and robust salads that will survive being transported and
can be enjoyed on the move.

781849 759656

also available:

The Tomato Basket
ISBN: 978-1-84975-598-6
£14.99

THE VEGGIE SALAD BOWL I 9
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Easy Slow Cooker

NEW EDITION
ISBN: 978-1-84975-913-7
240 pages I 120 colour photographs
190 x 190 mm I £9.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 28
Publication: February 2018
51695
9

781849 759137

Electric slow cookers can be used day or night, and you don’t have to stay
in to keep an eye on the pot while you produce hearty family food. Warming
Soups to try include Chicken Noodle Soup; Slow-cooked Onion and Cider
Soup; and Italian Vegetable and Bread Soup. Starters and Light Bites include
Blue Cheese Fondue; Pork, Fennel and Spinach Terrine; and Beef and Ale
Pâté. Comforting one-pot Meat dishes include Provencal Daube of Beef;
Slow-Braised Lamb Shanks with Red Wine, Rosemary and Garlic; Meatballs
in Red Pepper Sauce; and Moroccan Lamb Tagine with Preserved Lemons
and Carrots. Deliciously easy recipes for Poultry and Game include Coq au
Vin; Lemon Chicken with Dumplings; Chicken Jalfrezi; and Creole Duck. Try a
Lighter recipe for Fish and Seafood such as Mediterranean Chunky Fish Stew;
Banana Leaf Fish; and Kerala Coconut Chilli Prawns. Nourishing Vegetarian
Dishes include Root Vegetable Ragù; Smoky Hotpot of Great Northern Beans;
Lemon, and Fennel and Mushroom Risotto. Recipes for indulgent Desserts
include Peaches Poached in Vanilla Honey Syrup; Blueberry and Cherry
Sponge; and Coffee Hazelnut Pudding with Coffee Bean Sauce.
• Slow-cooking is an economical, practical and time-saving way of cooking
that continues to grow in popularity.
• More than 100 soups, stews, casseroles, puddings and preserves recipes.
• In the same best-selling series as Easy Vegetarian (ISBN: 978-1-84975826-0), Easy Vegan (ISBN: 978-1-84597-958-4), Easy Tagine (ISBN:
978-1-84975-254-1), Easy One-pot (ISBN: 978-1-84975-827-7) and Easy
Vegetarian One-pot (ISBN: 978-1-84975-159-9) – more than 600,000 copies
sold in total.

also available:

Easy One-Pot
ISBN: 978-1-84975-827-7
£9.99

10 I EASY SLOW COOKER
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Easy Gluten-free

51695
9

781849 759403

• More than 100 gluten-free recipes including soups and salads, main dishes,
snacks and cakes.
• Coeliac disease affects 1 in 100 people in the UK (Coeliac UK), and many
more people who are unaffected are still looking for ways to avoid wheat in
their diets.
• In the same best-selling series as Easy Vegetarian, Easy Vegan, Easy
Tagine, Easy One-pot and Easy Vegetarian One-pot – more than 600,000
copies sold in total.

Food & Drink

ISBN: 978-1-84975-940-3
240 pages I 100 colour photographs
190 x 190 mm I £9.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 28
Publication: May 2018

Eating a gluten-free diet needn’t be a challenge. In this collection of recipes
you’ll find a dish for all occasions from a dinner party to afternoon tea. Choose
from sustaining Breakfasts including Semolina Crumpets and gluten-free
Porridge. Simple Snacks such as Pork Sausage Rolls, Four-Cheese Scones
and Corncakes with Spicy Avocado Salsa are not only great for sharing at
picnics but also a real treat to enjoy at home. Ideas for Light Meals range
from Polenta Tarte Flambée to Quinoa Spaghetti. Cooking for guests will be a
breeze with recipes such as a hearty Chicken Tagine, crowd-pleasing Meatloaf
and a Vegetable and Lentil Moussaka. Desserts include a Raspberry and
Redcurrant Roulade, Peach Cobbler and the perfect Victoria Sponge Cake.
There’s an invaluable section at the front of the book with information on how
to avoid cross-contamination in your kitchen, the very best ingredients to
include in a gluten-free pantry as well as tips for getting the best baking
results every time. With delicious new ideas for gluten-free recipes as well as
alternatives to traditional family favourites this book will enable you to create
delicious free-from food at home that everyone can enjoy.

also available:

Easy Vegan
ISBN: 978-1-84597-958-4
£9.99

EASY GLUTEN-FREE I 11
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The New Porridge

ISBN: 978-1-84975-930-4
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 80 colour
photographs I 210 x 170 mm I £9.99
hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: April 2018

The New Porridge is all about creating a nutrient-dense meal in one bowl –
the comforting kind you look forward to eating when you get out of bed in
the morning. Nutrition and wellness expert Leah Vanderveldt brings you 55
inventive porridge recipes including some with eggs and dairy but plenty of
vegan and vegetarian options too. The book begins with an introductory section
with tips and tricks for making perfect porridge and an ingredient directory for
superfood add-ons and protein boosts. This is followed by essential basic
recipes for nut and plant-based milks and nut butters which are used throughout
the book. A chapter on creative toppings gives you plenty of options for adding
various textures to your bowls. Begin with the Sweet & Warming chapter,
featuring the more traditional versions of porridge in Western countries, with
recipes that include Cinnamon Apple Pie, Coconut and Mango and Stewed
Rhubarb Crumble Porridge. Next up is Savoury and Cozy – savoury porridge
is a great meal for any time of the day. This chapter features both traditional
interpretations of porridge (like Asian congee and Italian risotto) and versions
that incorporate different vegetables and cuisines such as the Shakshuka
Porridge with Tomatoes Chilli and Eggs. The final chapter, Cold & Make Ahead,
is full of summertime versions of porridge. Bircher muesli, chia pudding and fruit
blends make this refreshing chapter the key to enjoying porridge all year around.
• Porridge continues to be a hugely popular healthy breakfast choice and the
trend for inventive varieties is calling out for a new cookbook on the subject.
• Capitalizes on the trend for bowl food with beautifully arranged toppings.

51495
9

781849 759304
SWEET POTATO PUREE PORRIDGE
THIS PORRIDGE WAS BORN OUT OF MY LOVE FOR STARTING THE
DAY WITH A BIG HELPING OF VEGETABLES. I FIND THIS SWEET POTATO

LEAH VANDERVELDT
is a food writer and recipe developer in the
health and wellness space. She began her
career at Condé Nast, working for both
Vogue and Vanity Fair. When she moved to
Sydney, Australia, Leah went on to become
the food editor at health and wellness
website, MindBodyGreen where she wrote
and developed whole-food recipes and
edited content about nutrition. She is
certified in Culinary Nutrition from the
Natural Gourmet Institute in New York City,
where she learned to unite nutrition theory
with practical techniques in the kitchen.
She currently lives in Brooklyn with her
husband, Fabian.

PORRIDGE A SATISFYING AND SUNNY OPTION ON A GREY DAY. I LOVE
SERVING IT WITH FRESH OR FROZEN AND THEN THAWED BERRIES.

1 large sweet potato (or two small),

The night before you plan to eat, preheat the oven

scrubbed clean and poked with a fork

to 200°C (400°F) Gas 6. Bake the sweet potato in the

a few times

preheated oven for 45 minutes until softened and

500 ml/2 cups almond milk (or a mix
of half almond milk, half water)
2 tablespoons chia seeds

cooked through (give it a little squeeze with a tea
towel protecting your hands, if it has a good amount
of give, it’s done). Let it cool completely, then store
in the fridge overnight. You can do this in a big batch

VCDNGURQQPUITQWPFƃCZUGGFU

for a double batch of porridge or for other meals.

1 teaspoon ground cinnamon

The next morning, remove the skin from the sweet

1 teaspoon ground cardamom

potato (it should peel away easily after it’s roasted and
cooled). Place it in a medium saucepan and mash

pinch of sea salt

it with a fork until you’ve created a rough puree.

1 teaspoon coconut oil

Place the sweet potato in a saucepan over a medium

1–2 tablespoons almond butter
TOPPINGS

i>Ì°-ÌÀÌ i]V >Ãii`Ã]y>ÝÃii`Ã]V>°
cardamom and salt and cook uncovered, stirring
occasionally and further mashing the sweet potatoes
as needed, for about 5–6 minutes until the ingredients

berries

have warmed through and melded together in a thick

granola (page 21)

but easily stirred consistency.

SERVES 2

Stir in the coconut oil and you can either stir in the
almond butter in the saucepan or drizzle it on with
your other toppings.
Portion into bowls and serve warm with fresh berries
and granola.

42

SWEET AND WARMING

RAW BUCKWHEAT BERRY PORRIDGE
THIS COLD PORRIDGE IS KIND OF LIKE A DAIRY-FREE FRUITFLAVOURED YOGURT. IT’S CREAMY AND SWEET, BUT IT’S ALSO PACKED
WITH RAW SOAKED BUCKWHEAT THAT BRINGS LOTS OF FIBRE AND
ESSENTIAL MINERALS LIKE MAGNESIUM TO THE MIX.

200 g/1 cup raw buckwheat groats,

Soak the buckwheat in enough water to cover

soaked in water overnight

it by a few inches. Soak for 3 hours, but ideally

120 ml/½ cup almond or coconut milk
6–8 frozen strawberries (or 85 g/1 cup
frozen raspberries or mixed berries)
¼ teaspoon vanilla extract
2 pitted dates, soaked in hot water

overnight. When ready to prepare, drain and rinse.
Place the buckwheat and other ingredients in a
blender and process until it’s as smooth as possible,
scraping down the sides with a rubber spatula from
time to time, to make sure everything is well
incorporated. Timing will depend on your blender,

for 5 minutes

but this could take anywhere from 1–5 minutes.

VCDNGURQQPITQWPFƃCZUGGFU

Serve sprinkled with your chosen toppings. Store

1 teaspoon maca powder (optional)

in clean sealed jars in the fridge for up to 3 days.

squeeze of fresh lemon juice
pinch sea salt
TOPPINGS
berries
hemp seeds
Maple Pecan Granola (page 15)

also available:

SERVES 2

The New Nourishing
ISBN: 978-1-84975-859-8
£16.99

COLD AND MAKE AHEAD

82
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Superfood Energy Balls & Bites

ISBN: 978-1-84975-929-8
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 80 colour
photographs I 210 x 170 mm I £9.99
hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: March 2018

• 65 balls, bites and bars to make at home at a fraction of the cost of the
store-bought energy snacks.
• Each recipe uses the very best superfood ingredients. From Chocolate Cherry
Goji Bars made with raw cacao, sour cherries, goji, oats, seeds and cashew to
fat-burning fresh ginger, beetroot, oats, ground almonds, acai and seeds.

51495
9
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The hottest snack of the moment, these convenient, portable creations have
been devised to provide a boost of energy at much-needed times of the day and
to suit different dietary requirements. There are recipes suited to pre- and
post-workouts, ideas for morning re-fuelling snacks and lunchboxes, plus
creations to lift flagging energy levels during an afternoon lull and after school
– there are even after-dinner treats. The book includes recipes to repair tired
muscles after a bout of exercise with protein-rich balls or there are bites based
on slow-release, unrefined carbs that will provide long-term energy. Opening
with information on Energy Boosters nutritional health writer Nicola Graimes
focuses on key, energy-supporting ingredients, including nuts, seeds, protein
and superfood powders, unrefined slow-release carbs, fruits and vegetables.
Alongside a brief explanation of each ingredient, there are details on key
nutrients. The book is divided into the following chapters: Raw Energy Balls and
Bars, Cooked Energy Balls and Bars, Savoury Energy Balls and Bars, Superfood
Bites and, finally, Superfood Treats. All the recipes are dairy- and gluten-free and
vegetarian, and many are vegan. Each recipe is easy-to-make, nutrient-rich and
prepared with wholesome ingredients.

781849 759298

NICOLA GRAIMES
is an award-winning writer specializing in
nutritional health, vegetarian cooking and
food for children. A former editor of
Vegetarian Living magazine, she has
written more than 30 books, including
Great Healthy Food for Vegetarian Kids,
which won Best Vegetarian Cookbook in
the World Gourmand Awards 2010. For
Ryland Peters & Small she has also written
The Salad Bowl. She lives in Brighton.

also available:

Sugar-free Snacks & Treats
ISBN: 978-1-84975-603-7
£14.99

SUPERFOOD ENERGY BALLS & BITES I 13
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Afternoon Tea at Bramble Cafe
Let Mat Follas transport you to a sunny table in Dorset adorned with fine
china, the sound of birdsong and the smell of the sea for his ultimate
collection of recipes from his latest book, Afternoon Tea at Bramble Cafe.
Here, Mat has honed his unique experience and his passion for food. Recipes
for Cakes and Scones include a classic Victoria Sandwich and a local Dorset
Apple Cake. Slices and Tarts feature a Bakewell Slice, Individual Treacle Tarts,
Bramble Cheesecake and Raspberry Meringue Kisses. Delicious Biscuits and
Cookies range from Lavender Shortbread and Rose Thins to Anzac Biscuits
inspired by his Kiwi roots. Try Mat’s specialty Dainties and Patisserie such as
Marshmallow Tea Cakes and Camp Coffee and Caramel Eclairs. For the
quintessentially British Afternoon Tea try Savouries and Sandwiches including
Classic Finger Sandwiches – Cucumber and Mint, Smoked Salmon and Dill
and Egg and Cress – Welsh Rarebit, Crab on Toast or Cheese Choux. Finally,
making the most of the ripest fruit, are recipes for irresistible Preserves and
Cordials – a Bramble and Rose Jam, Orange and Whiskey Marmalade, Lemon
and Mandarin Curd, Apple and Pear Cordial and Mat’s Elderflower Fizz.
• Recipes from MasterChef UK 2009 winner, Mat Follas.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-937-3
160 pages I 100 colour photographs
235 x 190 mm I £16.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: February 2018

• Speciality tea and traditional cream cakes are growing ever-more popular, in
part because of the hugely successful TV show, The Great British Bake Off.
• Contains 85 scrumptious recipes.

52195
9

781849 759373

MAT FOLLAS
opened Bramble Cafe & Deli in 2016 in
Poundbury, Dorset, with his wife Amanda
and their business partner Kate. Winner of
MasterChef UK (BBC) in 2009, Mat often
judges food competitions and events and
is a regular judge for BBC MasterChef, The
Great Taste Awards and The World Cheese
Awards. Mat runs cooking courses as well
as courses on foraging wild plants,and gin
making. His recipes are published in a
variety of magazines including BBC Good
Food, Olive and Delicious. He has written
two books for Ryland Peters & Small: Fish
and Vegetable Perfection. Mat lives in
Dorset with his family.

also available:

Easy Leaf Tea
ISBN: 978-1-84975-824-6
£16.99
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LOLA•S Cupcake Kit

• ‘10/10! The best cupcake in London.’ (Daily Mail )
ISBN: 978-1-84975-938-0
Box containing 64-page paperback book
(140 x 140 mm), 48 cupcake cases & 48
cake toppers I 40 colour photographs
Box: 192 x 292 x 45 mm I £12.99
Carton quantity: 10
Publication: February 2018

Food & Drink

The enduring popularity of the cupcake knows no bounds, and they remain the
most stylish of bakery treats. Some of the best-loved cupcakes from LOLA’s
Classic Collection are included here, so you can create our
famous Chocolate, Vanilla, Rocky Road, Salted Toffee
Popcorn, Carrot and Gluten-free Red Velvet
cupcakes at home. Once you’ve
mastered the classics, you will be
ready to try your hand at a selection
of our more adventurous recipes.
The Fresh & Fruity chapter offers
vibrant flavours like Blueberry, Mango,
Passion Fruit and Rhubarb and Custard.
Kids and adults alike will love the Sweet &
Sticky recipes – try the Banoffee or Sticky
Toffee Pudding or LOLA’s marshmallow-flufffilled High Hat Marshmallow cupcakes. The cakes
in Nutty & Nice are will appeal to those who love a
little crunch – choose from Pecan Pie and Chocolate
Hazelnut or for chocoholics, there are luxurious
bakes in Dark & Delicious – indulge in
Chocolate Stout, or Chocolate Chilli treats.
Also included are 48 pretty cupcake cases
and 48 attractive cupcake toppers, making this
the perfect gift.

• Lola’s Forever has sold over 15,000 copies.
• LOLA’s currently has 22 tempting stores in and around London.

chocolate cupcake
A LIGHT AND FLUFFY, MOIST CHOCOLATE CAKE TOPPED WITH OUR
DELICIOUS CHOCOLATE BUTTERCREAM AND DECORATED IN A FUN STYLE.

51995
9

3 eggs
220 g/1 cup caster/
granulated sugar
150 ml/2/3 cup sunflower oil
80 ml/1/3 cup full-fat/whole
milk
150 g self-raising flour/
1 cup cake flour mixed
with 2 teaspoons baking
powder, sifted
45 g/generous 1/3 cup
unsweetened cocoa
powder

781849 759380

LOLA’S
is a business with a simple aim: to
handcraft the most delicious cupcakes you
have ever tasted, using only the finest fresh
ingredients. LOLA’s is run with passion and
creativity by Asher Budwig, a fourth
generation baker who grew up watching
his father Mario establish and run the
enormously successful chain Millie’s
Cookies, which grew to over 100 stores in
the UK. LOLA’s is rapidly expanding, and
Asher’s passion for high standards and
quality ingredients is reflected in the latest
developments.

BUTTERCREAM

1 quantity Basic Chocolate
Buttercream (see page 21)
TO DECORATE

chocolate stars and
sprinkles of your choice
muffin pan lined with
12 muffin cases
piping/pastry bag fitted with
a large star nozzle/tip
MAKES 12

Preheat the oven to 180°C (350°F) Gas 4.
Place the eggs and sugar into the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with
a whisk attachment (or use a hand-held electric whisk), and beat the
mixture at medium to high speed for 1–2 minutes, until light and fluffy.
If using a stand mixer, switch to the paddle attachment. Combine
the oil and milk, then slowly add to the egg mixture, and mix until just
combined. Sift the flour and cocoa powder together into a separate
bowl, and add to the batter, a little at a time, beating until incorporated.
Scrape down the sides of the bowl with a rubber spatula, and briefly beat
at high speed until the mixture is smooth. Do not over-mix.
Using an ice cream scoop, divide the mixture between the muffin
cases, filling to almost two-thirds full. Bake in the preheated oven for
20–25 minutes, until well risen and a skewer inserted into the cakes
comes out clean. Transfer to a wire rack to cool completely.
Prepare the Basic Chocolate Buttercream following the instructions
on page 21.
To decorate, spoon the buttercream into the piping/pastry bag,
and pipe a swirl onto the tops of the cupcakes. Alternatively, spread
the buttercream onto each cake using a palette knife or metal spatula.
Decorate each cupcake with a chocolate star and some sprinkles.

This is a great basic recipe
with which you can experiment.
classic collection 29

200 g/11/4 cups caster/
granulated sugar
2 eggs
110 ml/1/3 cup sunflower oil
1 teaspoon vanilla bean paste
175 g/11/3 cups plain/
all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon baking powder
1
/2 teaspoon bicarbonate
of soda/baking soda
200 g/2 cups coarsely grated/
shredded carrot
40 g/1/8 cup crushed pineapple
(or finely chopped
pineapple chunks)
30 g/1/4 cup finely chopped
walnuts
CREAM CHEESE ICING

1 quantity Basic Cream
Cheese Icing (see page 21)
TO DECORATE

finely chopped walnuts
muffin pan lined with
12 muffin cases
piping/pastry bag fitted with
a small star nozzle/tip
MAKES 12

38

carrot cupcake
LOLA’S DELECTABLE CARROT CUPCAKE HAS A SECRET
INGREDIENT – PINEAPPLE, WHICH HELPS KEEP IT MOIST AND
FRUITY. FINISHED WITH OUR DELICIOUS CREAM CHEESE ICING,
IT IS PERFECT WITH A MID-MORNING CUP OF TEA.

Preheat the oven to 180°C (350°F) Gas 4.
Place the sugar and eggs into the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with
a whisk attachment (or use a hand-held electric whisk), and beat the
mixture at medium to high speed for 1–2 minutes, until light and fluffy.
If using a stand mixer, switch to the paddle attachment. Gradually add
the oil and vanilla bean paste, mixing at low speed until just combined.
Sift the flour, cinnamon, baking powder and bicarbonate of soda/
baking soda into a separate bowl, then add to the batter, a little at a time,
beating until incorporated. Scrape down the sides of the bowl with
a rubber spatula, then add the grated carrot, crushed pineapple and
chopped walnuts. Mix until blended. Do not over-mix.
Using an ice cream scoop, divide the mixture between the muffin
cases, filling to almost two-thirds full. Bake in the preheated oven for
20–25 minutes, until well risen and a skewer inserted into the cakes
comes out clean. Transfer to a wire rack to cool completely.
Prepare the Basic Cream Cheese Icing following the instructions
on page 21.
Spoon the cream cheese icing into the piping/pastry bag and pipe stars
of icing onto the top of each cupcake. Alternatively, spread the icing
onto each cupcake using a palette knife or metal spatula. Decorate each
cupcake with a sprinkling of finely chopped walnuts.

classic collection
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Foodie City Breaks: Europe
Foodie City Breaks: Europe is a gourmet, bite-sized guide to 25 of the best cities
in Europe for foodies to visit. Want to know the best brunch spot in Berlin, where
you can sample the finest pintxos in San Sebastian, or fancy tucking into the
tastiest dishes in Copenhagen – Europe’s hottest foodie destination? Need a
place for the perfect dinner date in London or want to get off the tourist trail and
learn where the locals go in Paris? With its blend of venerable culinary
destinations such as Tbilisi and Athens, to cutting-edge cities like Berlin or
up-and-comers including Tallinn and Rekjavik, Foodie City Breaks: Europe will
provide you with a snapshot of 25 European culinary capitals, each with 10
recommendations any self-respecting foodie simply must try. It’s the perfect
travel companion for a long weekend, with all the hard work and research done
for you. Simply pick a place to eat and tuck in.

Food & Drink

• Focuses on 25 carefully selected cities with a strong culinary identity – from
London to Lyon, Istanbul to Porto.
• Find out the locations for divine breakfasts, buzzing street-food spots, hidden
gems, blow-the-budget restaurants and convivial places to drink.
ISBN: 978-1-911026-48-8
144 pages (wood-free paper)
100 colour photographs I 210 x 170 mm
£9.99 I flexi-bound
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: June 2018
9

• Short and to the point, each of the 250 recommendations is ideal for visitors
who want an easily digestible summary of a city’s food scene.

781911 026488

RICHARD MELLOR
is a freelance travel and food journalist who
writes regularly for Metro, The Times, The
Guardian, Telegraph Online, the Evening
Standard and Broadly. He is based in
Crystal Palace, London.

also available:

F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
Taste of France
ISBN: 978-1-78249-378-5
£16.99
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The Happy World of Dri Dri Gelato
Dri Dri’s authentic Italian gelato is made from the freshest whole milk and best
quality cane sugar cane. He does not use any emulsifiers, colourings, artificial
flavourings, preservatives or non-natural thickeners so you can achieve the same
results at home with simple ingredients. Authentic Italian gelato is made with milk
rather than cream, so it’s much lighter and is made by a process called
‘mantecazione,’ where it is frozen and churned very slowly so it doesn’t absorb
too much air. This achieves a creamy texture without the fat. Gelato is easy to
make at home with an ice cream maker. Try Dri Dri’s simple recipes for Vanilla,
Coffee, Bitter Chocolate and Tiramisù. Also included are recipes for fruity sorbets
and granitas, including Green Apple and Mixed Berries. Delicious ways to serve
your creations include Bitter Chocolate Gelato with Cherry Compote; Sicilian
Lemon Gelato with Brioche; and Almond Gelato drowned in espresso. Ideas for
drinks include classics such as a Sgroppino (lemon gelato with Prosecco).

ISBN: 978-1-84975-943-4
NEW
128 pages (wood-free paper) EDITION
80 colour photographs
210 x 170 mm I £9.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 24 I Publication: April 2018
51495
9

ADRIANO DI PETRILLO (DRI DRI)
was born in Parma, Italy, and before
launching Dri Dri in July 2010, he managed
a leading talent agency for fashion
photography and styling in New York.
Unable to find good gelato outside of Italy,
Dri Dri made his own and now has shops in
London, Italy, Bahrain, UAE and Brazil.

781849 759434

Food & Drink

• Gelato is rising in popularity as it appeals to those seeking natural, clean and
additive-free goods and here you’ll find over 50 mouth-watering recipes to try.

Superfood Juices and Smoothies
Whether you’re looking for a punchy pick-me-up, an effective detoxifier or an
anti-aging rejuvenator, Superfood Juices and Smoothies shows how to make
flavour-packed drinks with unbeatable therapeutic properties. Along with the
nutrients gleaned from ‘superfood’ fresh fruit and vegetables, these greattasting glassfuls contain the added benefit of active super-nutrients such as
spirulina, wheatgrass, maca, baobab, açaí berries, chia seeds and raw cacao
among others. Alongside over 100 recipes there are also tips for choosing
juicing equipment that’s right for you and getting the most from your fresh
produce. For those who want to start from scratch, there are also recipes for
making your own yogurt and dairy-free nut milks, as well as sprouting seeds
and beans at home so you can be confident that your drink is 100% homeproduced as well as tasting delicious!
• Bottled juices and smoothies are big business, but by making your own,
you can cut costs and be sure that what you’re drinking is 100% additive-free.
• Features a Superfoods directory, profiling each super-nutrient in more detail.
• Contains over 100 deliciously healthy recipes to make and enjoy at home.
NICOLA GRAIMES
is an award-winning writer specializing in
nutritional health and vegetarian cookery.
A former editor of Vegetarian Living
magazine, she has written more than 30
cookbooks including The Salad Bowl and
Superfood Slow Cooker for Ryland Peters
& Small. Nicola lives in Brighton.

ISBN: 978-1-84975-931-1
NEW
144 pages I 80 colour
EDITION
photographs I 235 x 190 mm
£14.99 I hardback I Carton quantity: 22
Publication: February 2018
Rights sold: DE, SE, PL, PT
51995
9

781849 759311
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Wild Mocktails and Healthy Cocktails
Award-winning cocktail-maker and gardener Lottie Muir brings you another
selection of wonderfully wild and flavourful concoctions from her pop-up bar,
The Midnight Apothecary. For this new repertoire of drinks, Lottie set herself a
threefold challenge: to achieve the same amount of pleasure and balance that
refined sugar provides in the taste and mouth-feel of a cocktail, to create new
aromatic and bitter-forward drinks, and to make delicious new mocktails for
those who want to consume no, or less, alcohol. Lottie has created delicious
infusions, cordials, sodas, shrubs, bitters, teas and tonics that can be mixed
alcohol free as mocktails – try out the Cherry Blossom and Flowering Currant
Cordial, the Thyme and Licorice Syrup, or the Iced Spring Tonic Tea – or added
to your favourite spirits to create a magical take on old-time classics, such as
the Wild Negroni or the Windfall Punch. There is the perfect drink for any time
of the year and whatever your mood, so whether it is Dry January mocktails
that you need, no-added-sugar fun, or the restorative powers of an indulgent
cocktail, Lottie’s plant-powered potions hit the right spot.
• Includes a foreword by Jekka McVicar, award-winning organic gardening
and herb expert.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-443-0
176 pages (wood-free paper) I 150 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £16.99
hardback
Carton quantity: 18
Publication: January 2018
9

• Lottie’s first book, Wild Cocktails from the Midnight Apothecary (ISBN
978-1-78249-200-9) won the award for Best Debut Drink Book at the 2016
Fortnum & Mason Food & Drink Awards.
• With more people choosing to give up alcohol for good, for a month or for a
few days a week, there’s increased interest in non-alcoholic alternatives.
• Contains more than 70 delicious recipes and variations.

781782 494430

LOTTIE MUIR
is a gardener by day, and a botanicalcocktail mixologist by night. Her work has
featured in Vogue magazine, and Midnight
Apothecary was chosen as one of the top
three rooftop bars in London by TNT
magazine. Her first book, Wild Cocktails
from the Midnight Apothecary, won the
prize for Best Debut Drink Book at the
Fortnum & Mason Food & Drink Awards in
May 2016. She lives in south-east London.

also available:

Wild Cocktails from the
Midnight Apothecary
ISBN: 978-1-78249-200-9
£16.99
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The Beer Bucket List
This collection of over 150 unmissable beer experiences features the world’s
greatest beers, bars, breweries and events: it’s the ultimate bucket list for
every beer lover. Combining travel, city guides, food and history, The Beer
Bucket List takes you around the globe, via traditional old British pubs, quirky
Belgian bars, brilliant Bavarian brauhauses, spots to enjoy delicious food and
beer, the hop gardens of New Zealand, Southeast Asia’s buzzing streets,
amazing beer festivals, unique beer styles, pioneering breweries and the best
new craft brewers. This is any beer lover’s must-read book about the most
essential beer experiences on the planet.
• Contains over 150 unique beer experiences to try, whether it’s drinking
Trappist beer in a Belgian monastery or sampling the latest craft beers in the
UK and US.

ISBN: 978-1-911026-27-3
192 pages (wood-free paper) I 200 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £16.99
hardback
Carton quantity: 16
Publication: April 2018

9

• Mark Dredge’s previous books for Dog ’n’ Bone are bestsellers. Craft Beer
World, Beer and Food, Cooking with Beer and The Best Beer In The World
have won awards both here and abroad and are never far from the top 10
best-selling beer books on Amazon.

Food & Drink

• Beer tourism and beercations are big business, with over 100 million people
visiting craft breweries in 2014 alone.

781911 026273

MARK DREDGE
This is Mark’s fifth beer book and he thinks
he has the best job in the world: he gets to
travel the globe in search of the greatest
beers. He was awarded both Beer & Food
and Beer & Travel Writer of the Year by the
British Guild of Beer Writers in 2016. He’s
an international beer judge and he writes
for publications around the world. You can
follow his beer adventures on Twitter and
Instagram: @MarkDredge.

also available:

The Best Beer in the World
ISBN: 978-1-909313-71-2
£16.99
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Beer and Food Matching
Beer and Food Matching combines great food with the world’s best beers. Award-winning
author Mark Dredge mixes great beer appreciation with delicious food pairings. Not only does
it tell you about some of the best craft beers out there, it also looks at the science of taste
and the principles of matching beer with food, explaining which ingredients enhance a brew’s
flavour and what beer styles will compliment everything from breakfast and barbecue to
cheese and chocolate. Also included are over 40 beer-infused recipes like stout mac ‘n’
cheese or ribs in Belgian beer. With over 350 beers featured, it’s ideal for anyone who loves a
drink and a tasty bite to eat.
• One of the first books of its kind to focus on beer as a tasty accompaniment to food as well
as offering delicious beer-infused recipes.

Food & Drink

• Mark Dredge’s bestselling first book, Craft Beer World, occupied the top spot on the
Amazon beer book list and featured in the top 10 food and drink reference books.

ISBN: 978-1-911026-49-5
224 pages I 250 colour
photographs & artworks
186 x 123 mm I £9.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 28
Publication: May 2018
Rights sold: BR
9

• According to the Daily Telegraph, craft beer continues to grow with over 1,500 breweries
now operating in the UK and year-on-year sales increasing by 40 percent. Combine this with
the explosion of interest in food over the last 10 years and that’s a lot of hungry beer
drinkers.

781911 026495

MARK DREDGE
is a beer writer and runs the popular
blog Pencil and Spoon, where he writes
about anything ale-related. Mark has
won an award from the North American
Guild of Beer Writers for Beer and Food
and is a three-time winner of the British
Guild of Beer Writers Beer and Food
Writer of the Year. His work is featured
in leading publications across the globe
and he’s an international beer judge. He
is based in London.

also available:

Cooking with Beer
ISBN: 978-1-909313-89-7
£16.99
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Rosé Cocktails
The recent rise of rosé as THE summer drink all started with the arrival of ‘frosé’ (a cheeky
concoction of fruity frozen rosé blended with strawberry syrup and served slushie-style).
Worldwide, bartenders are turning their attention to the pink stuff (in all it’s styles from dry
and crisp to ripe and sweet) and using it as the base for more complex, sophisticated drinks.
Some are subtly spiked with vodka, gin or tequila; some are sweetened with sticky fruit-based
liqueurs such as Cointreau and cassis; and some are underpinned with herby notes, such
as rosemary, or floral cordials, such as elderflower and lavender. Rosé also works beautifully
in a fruit-filled summer punch, served in large bowls and packed with juicy orchard and berry
fruits. Here you’ll find recipes for all styles of recipe from short to long, flat to sparkling, tart
to sweet and fun to fancy. Choose an elegant sparkling aperitif such as a Pom Pom or a
Blackberry Bellini; a sophisticated sipper like the Rosy Glow or Pink Gimlet; a long refresher
like a minty Rojito or Spanish Copa de Frutas; or an tooth-tingling icy treat such as a Twisted
Frosé or Raspberry and Rosé Caipirinha; or why not share the good news with friends and fill
a bowl with Just Peachy Punch or serve up a pitcher of Bourbon and Blue Iced Tea.
• Sales of French rosé have risen by 60% according to supermarket Sainsbury’s with 2017
predicted to be its biggest year for (The Drinks Business, April 2017).
• Trend-led millennials, serious wine drinkers and celebrities are all choosing rosé – Brad Pitt
and Angelina Jolie co-own Miravel Rosé, Drew Barrymore’s favourite wine from her own
winery is a rosé and the wine even has an Instagram fan account YesWayRosé.

51295
9

781849 759694

JULIA CHARLES
is an editor and writer working in lifestyle
publishing where she specializes in food
and drink. She has sampled many drinks
on her lifelong travels, from Negronis in
Naples to Pisco Sours in Peru. Here she
brings her passion for cocktails, knowledge
of the global bar scene and instinct for
taste to the on-trend subject of rosé.
Julia lives in London but is a regular visitor
to both Spain (where she has family) and
visits her favourite Greek Island (where she
has delicious cocktails).

Food & Drink

ISBN: 978-1-84975-969-4
64 pages I 45 colour photographs
186 x 123 mm I £7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 76
Publication: May 2018

also available:

Prosecco Cocktails
ISBN: 978-1-84975-895-6
£7.99
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Tequila Beyond Sunrise
Even the world’s most fun drink has a serious side. Look beyond that naughty reputation and
become an agave-based beverage connoisseur with this book that delivers 40 delicious,
cheeky and surprisingly sophisticated cocktail recipes. It’s the perfect accompaniment to a
Mexican meal full of spicy flavours and the ideal fuel for dancing the night away. Made from
the fermented juice of the agave plant, this spirit, along with its trendy cousin mezcal, has a
complex yet light flavour, which is perfect in cocktails. Premium quality versions are becoming
readily available, especially for the discerning cocktail drinker – the simple rule is the higher
the percentage of agave, the better. Learn about the proud heritage of agave-based spirits
from expert Jesse Estes. Start with a margaritas, choose from a Pink Pomegranate to a
Greener Pastures, and then try something longer such as a Hibiscus Highball or Mezcal Mule.
If you prefer something a little more moody, try a Fallen Angel or brace yourself for a Tequila
Smash. Finally, unleash your wild side with an Under the Volcano!

Food & Drink

• Tequila sales have seen massive growth in the UK and US over the past two years.
• Tequila has a generally stylish, fun reputation that is only growing, George Clooney, Justin
Timberlake, Mario Lopez, Adam Levine and P Diddy all have their own brands of tequila.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-941-0
64 pages I 60 colour photographs
186 x 123 mm I £7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 76
Publication: February 2018

• Jesse is the son of Tomas Estes, owner of London’s Café Pacifico and one of the most
influential people in the Tequila industry, European Tequila Ambassador for the Mexican
Government and the man credited with introducing the drink to the European bar scene.

51295
9

781849 759410

JESSE ESTES
is an agave spirits expert and an awardwinning bartender who has worked around
the world and in London establishments
such as The Lonsdale, Callooh Callay,
and The Luggage Room. In 2013, Jesse
developed the bar program for London’s
first ‘agavería’ – a bar specializing in agave
spirits – El Nivel. The same year, Jesse was
named one of London’s Best Bartenders by
the Huffington Post. He has been featured
in publications such as Imbibe, Esquire,
Shortlist, Spirits Business and Drinks
International. Jesse is now the Global
Brand Ambassador for Tequila Ocho, and
often leads masterclasses on tequila and
other agave spirits across the world.

also available:

Gin Tonica
ISBN: 978-1-84975-853-6
£7.99
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Boozy Slushies, Poptails & Ice Pops

• Frozen cocktails and drinks such as the frosé and frosecco are a major trend.
• Blending the two joys of summer – ice pops and cocktails is an irresistible combination.
• Homemade versions of this trendy treat are an inexpensive and healthier option.

51295
9

781849 759663

HANNAH MILES
was a lawyer and MasterChef finalist, and
has developed a second career as a cake
maker and food writer. She is the author of
Popcorn Treats, Milkshake Bar, Doughnuts,
Cheesecake, Sweetie Pie and Naked
Cakes, all published by Ryland Peters &
Small. Hannah lives in the UK but is a
regular visitor to Brooklyn, New York.

Food & Drink

ISBN: 978-1-84975-966-3
64 pages I 50 colour photographs
186 x 123 mm I £7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 76
Publication: June 2018

Kickstart a summer of fun with this collection of over 25 recipes for deliciously refreshing
frozen cocktails. Happy hour is never far away with a freezer stocked full of these spiked icy
treats. The instant cooling gratification that comes with every taste is a simple yet wonderful
nostalgic pleasure. Equally as nostalgic are the neon-bright synthetic slushies of youth – and
the brain-freeze that came with them. Recent trends have seen bartenders and chefs
transform these childish treats into something far more sophisticated and luxurious. Popping
up everywhere, frozen booze is the hottest way to cool down this summer. Made with fruits,
juices and alcohol, essentially your favourite cocktails and alcoholic beverages are frozen into
an ice pop or slushie. It is remarkably easy to make these super cool treats at home, and in
this book the queen of desserts, Hannah Miles shows you how. The first chapter offers a
range of Poptails, (an ice pop dipped in a cocktail), which are just perfect for a dinner party.
Try the Bellini: a peach schnapps pop with Prosecco and fresh peaches or a Cosmopolitan: a
cointreau and cranberry ice pop in vodka and lime. The second chapter, Ice Pops, includes a
frozen Strawberry Daiquiri, Tequila Sunrise and an Espresso Martini – all basically heaven on
a stick. Finally, the third chapter boozy Slushies contains recipes for a slushy Piña Colada,
Seabreeze and a Moscow Mule, all of which are the perfect sunbathing partners.

also available:

Boozy Shakes
ISBN: 978-1-84975-608-2
£9.99
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Shabby Chic Interiors

Home & Garden

Step inside Rachel Ashwell’s beautiful world of shabby chic
interiors and be guided through stunningly beautiful homes
that are bursting with design ideas and sumptuous details.
Rachel Ashwell’s Shabby Chic Interiors showcases the many
ways that shabby chic design can be applied with gorgeous
results. See how Rachel has used grand items, such as crystal
chandeliers and aged furnishings, to create a calming,
romantic and imaginative retreat. Across numerous stunning
locations you’ll explore colour-schemes of off-whites and
discover the power of detail with beautiful shells and flowers.
You’ll even visit a gorgeous Spanish hacienda that was once
lived in by Marilyn Monroe, and the stylish New York
apartment that was lived in by fashion designer Betsey
Johnson. In the sixth chapter, Rachel will take you Behind the
Scenes where you will delve into her passion for fabric and
vintage clothing before teaching you how to mix and match
elements to create a perfectly imperfect shabby chic paradise.
• Rachel Ashwell is the bestselling author of Shabby Chic
Inspirations and Beautiful Spaces (ISBN 978-1-907563-59-1),
which has sold over 37,000 copies.
• The original edition of Shabby Chic Interiors (ISBN:
978-1-908170-80-4) sold over 56,000 copies.

NEW EDITION

• Rachel has over 56k Instagram followers and over 62k
followers on facebook. Her website is www.shabbychic.com.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-582-6
192 pages I 300+ colour photographs
292 x 244 mm I £25.00 I hardback
Carton quantity: 10
Publication: May 2018
Rights sold: DE, NL, TH, JP
9

781782 495826

RACHEL ASHWELL
founded the iconic Shabby Chic® brand in
1989. She designs bedlinen for Target and
babywear for Pottery Barn. Rachel has a
store in Los Angeles. Rachel’s most recent
books (published by CICO Books) are
Rachel Ashwell: Couture Prairie and Rachel
Ashwell: Shabby Chic® Inspirations and
Beautiful Spaces. Rachel is based in Los
Angeles, USA.

also available:

Rachel Ashwell Shabby Chic®
Inspirations and Beautiful Spaces
ISBN: 978-1-907563-59-1
£25.00
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Rachel Ashwell: My Floral Affair

• Shabby Chic ® Interiors (ISBN 978-1-908170-80-4) has sold over
56,000 copies, and Shabby Chic ® Inspirations and Beautiful Spaces
(ISBN 978-1-907563-59-1) has sold over 37,000 copies.
• Shabby Chic® has become a classic design style of our times.
• Rachel has a Shabby Chic® Couture store in Los Angeles.
• Rachel has over 56k Instagram followers and over 62k followers
on facebook. Her website is www.shabbychic.com.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-547-5
240 pages I 250 colour photographs
280 x 220 mm I £25.00 I hardback
Carton quantity: 10
Publication: February 2018

9

Home & Garden

Discover Rachel Ashwell’s floral inspirations and the unique touch
she brings to interiors in her first book dedicated to flowers, a
deeply-held passion come to life. Flowers and floral decoration are
at the core of Rachel’s world and her designs. From her showcase
rose garden in California, she set out with photographer Amy
Neunsinger to capture the full-blown romance of the quintessential
English country house, the dramatic colourways of northern Europe,
and the faded opulence of a Parisian apartment. This is the story of
that magical journey, which takes us through a variety of beautiful
spaces large and small, some ornate and others simple. Every
aspect of floral accents is showcased, from wallpaper to fabrics,
floors to ceilings, architectural details, lighting, sculptures, and, of
course, flower arrangements, some breathtaking and some
simple… but all beautiful in their own right.

781782 495475

RACHEL ASHWELL
founded the iconic Shabby Chic® brand in
1989. She designs bedlinen for Target and
babywear for Pottery Barn. Rachel has a
store in Los Angeles, and in 2011 she
opened “The Prairie by Rachel Ashwell” – a
bed and breakfast in Texas. Her previous
titles published by CICO are Rachel
Ashwell: Shabby Chic® Interiors, Rachel
Ashwell: Shabby Chic® Inspirations, and
Rachel Ashwell: Couture Prairie. She is
based in Los Angeles, CA.

also available:

Rachel Ashwell Couture Prairie
ISBN: 978-1-78249-043-2
£25.00
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Georgian Style and Design for Contemporary
Living

Home & Garden

Henrietta Spencer-Churchill brings the practical comfort of
twenty-first-century living to the elegant and timeless classical
proportions of eighteenth century design. This inspiring and
invaluable book showcases some of Henrietta’s favourite projects.
Whether working with authentic Georgian interiors, apartments or
newly-built homes, Lady Henrietta brings her perfectionist talent
to the task of marrying comfort and practicality to the spirit of
18th-century elegance and timeless classical proportions.
Georgian Style... is lavishly illustrated with specially commissioned
photographs from the author’s portfolio of work, and contains
insights into how the design process works at a practical level.
With chapters looking at each room in the home individually, from
the dining room to the home office and media room, discover
Henrietta’s secrets for achieving the ultimate blend of Georgian
style and modern home. This is the classic design template for
21st-century living.
• Henrietta Spencer-Churchill is a highly esteemed interior
designer and an accomplished speaker.
• Henrietta Spencer-Churchill is the author of a number of
bestselling titles including Blenheim and the Churchill Family
(ISBN: 978-1-78249-059-3), which has sold over 16,000 copies.

NEW EDITION

• Beautiful photography by Christopher Drake accompanies
insider tips, practical advice and insights into Henrietta’s style.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-596-3
176 pages I 200 colour photographs I 298 x 229 mm
£30.00 I hardback I Carton quantity: 10
Publication: May 2018
Rights sold: HU
9

781782 495963

HENRIETTA SPENCER-CHURCHILL’s
father was the 11th Duke of Marlborough
and she spent her childhood surrounded
by the exquisite architecture of Blenheim
Palace. She runs the highly successful
interiors company Woodstock Designs,
and is the author of eight books, including
Classic Interior Design, Classic Design
Styles and Blenheim and the Churchill
Family. Henrietta lives in London and
Woodstock.

also available:

Blenheim and the Churchill Family
ISBN: 978-1-78249-059-3
£25.00
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Carolyn Westbrook: Vintage French Style

• Carolyn Westbrook has a well-established following and her
lifestyle products have been featured in home décor magazines,
including Country Living, Romantic Homes, Mary Englebreit Home
Companion and Better Homes and Gardens.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-548-2
160 pages I 160 colour photographs
254 x 216 mm I £19.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 16
Publication: April 2018
9

• From the author of The French-Inspired Home (ISBN 978-178249-359-4), which has sold over 26,000 copies, Through the
French Door (ISBN 978-1-908170-79-8) and A Romance with
French Living (ISBN 978-1-78249-138-5), published by CICO Books.

Home & Garden

When it comes to styling interiors, designer Carolyn Westbrook has
a distinct signature look that combines her love of French style and
vintage charm. In Part One of this new book, Carolyn first leads us
on a tour through 10 specially photographed locations that are
perfect examples of her vintage French style. Carolyn’s own Texan
plantation family home is included, alongside other stunning houses
that evoke the look – a grand château, French farmhouse style, a
mid-century modern take on French design, and more. The homes all
feature individual and eclectic styles, skilfully partnering inherited
treasures with new purchases, and successfully mixing pretty
junkstore finds with designer pieces. In Part Two, Details and
Vignettes, pretty displays and vignettes from the homes featured on
earlier pages are captured, teaching you how to group collections
and showcase treasured items to best effect.

781782 495482

CAROLYN WESTBROOK
is a prominent lifestyle designer, known
for her brand Carolyn Westbrook Home.
Her passion for all that is French often
translates into her home decor line to
include bedding, pillows, slipcovers,
lamps, and other accessories, as well as
the interiors she has designed. She is
based in Chatfield, Texas, USA.

also available:

The French-Inspired Home
ISBN: 978-1-78249-359-4
£19.99
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Perfect English Townhouse
Most people live in a town or a city. One fifth of the population
of Great Britain lives in London alone. Cities and towns are
exciting places to live, but the housing choices are inevitably
limited by space. In Perfect English Townhouse, Ros Byam
Shaw examines the inimitable and timeless English style of
decoration in a variety of Georgian, Regency, Victorian and
contemporary townhouses. Architecturally, these tall, narrow
properties present challenges. How do you make the best of a
basement kitchen with a low ceiling and limited light? How
best to allocate space when you live on five floors? And how
do you maximize any precious outdoor space? The book
features case studies of such homes from various towns and
cities across England. All are characterful and showcase a
range of solutions to the problems of urban design and living.
All the interiors featured are inspiring, and reflect the
personalities of the people who inhabit them.
• ‘Ros Byam Shaw does a very good line in…exploring how
exactly people live in their particular type of house and
advising the rest of us how to achieve a similar decorative
look in our own homes.’ (House & Garden )

ISBN: 978-1-84975-924-3
192 pages I 250 colour photographs
292 x 244 mm I £30.00 I hardback
Carton quantity: 10
Publication: February 2018
54000
9

781849 759243

ROS BYAM SHAW
is a former Features Editor of The World of
Interiors and is now a freelance journalist
who writes on design and interiors for The
World of Interiors, House & Garden, and
the Telegraph, among others. She is the
author of Perfect English, Perfect English
Farmhouse, English Eccentric, and Perfect
French Country, as well as the bestselling
Farrow & Ball Living with Colour and
Farrow & Ball Decorating with Colour (all
published by Ryland Peters & Small). Ros
lives in Devon with her husband and dog.

• From the bestselling author of the hugely successful Perfect
English and Perfect English Farmhouse, Farrow & Ball Living
with Colour, Farrow & Ball Decorating with Colour, English
Eccentric and Perfect French Country.

Fashion
Statement
The entrance hall is dusty mauve, the
kitchen is a bower of pink, blue and green
ﬂoral wallpaper, and the double drawing
room, with its ﬂoor-to-ceiling sash
windows, glows buttercup yellow. There
is a table painted coral red, there are
sofas upholstered in broad scarlet
stripes. Conﬁdent, unconventional and
joyful, these are rooms put together by
someone who loves pattern and colour,
and knows how to use them.
Gavin Waddell bought this spacious Regency townhouse in
Cheltenham more than 30 years ago. At the time he was head
of fashion at Gloucestershire College of Art and Design, and
had been commuting to work from a cottage in Ross-on-Wye.
He spotted a ‘For Sale’ sign while driving past the house one
day, and booked a viewing, thinking it looked like ‘a nice little
place’. He was wrong on both counts. It was much bigger than

OPPOSITE AND RIGHT The

kitchen leads off the staircase hall
opposite the ﬁrst door to the double
drawing room, and would originally
have been another reception room.
A sink and oven now stand in front
of the chimney breast and ﬁtted
cabinets ﬁll the recesses on either
side. The Cole and Son ﬂoral
wallpaper was bought in a sale,
together with almost all the other
wallpaper in the house, and inspired
the bright green of the cabinets and
the coral red of the table. Bamboo
shelving, designed by Gavin, holds
blue and white china ready for use.

ABOVE RIGHT The impressive front
door opens into a square entrance hall.
To the right is a door into the staircase
hall, which is enlivened by another
cut-price Cole and Son wallpaper
from the same sale, with a pattern like
geometric tiling. Many of the original
early Victorian features of the house
were intact, if damaged, including
the stone staircase, with its unusual
mahogany banister rail sweeping
seamlessly down to form a newel
post, terminating in a carved lion’s
foot. Here, as elsewhere in the house,
the original ﬂoorboards have been
restored and polished.

expected, and had been crudely carved up into

footage was added in the second half of the

bedsits. ‘There were two communal kitchens,

last century with an extension/addition into

with four stoves in each, posters on the walls,

the garden at the back. Having bought the main

and 1950s tiled fireplaces. It was in a terrible

part of the house first, Gavin purchased the flat

state,’ Gavin says, ‘but I could see the potential.’
Cheltenham is an elegant town, a smaller and
more relaxed version of Bath, developed as a spa
throughout the 18th and early 19th centuries

also available:

Perfect English Farmhouse
ISBN: 978-1-84975-878-9
£30.00

created by this extension a few years later, but
kept it separate and rented it out.
Although the original fireplaces had gone and
rooms had been divided, there was enough of the

OPPOSITE When Gavin bought the
house it had been divided into bedsits
and the two main reception rooms
were separate. Gavin created a single,
very large room by making a wide
opening. Furnishings are arranged
around the ﬁreplaces that face one
another on opposing walls. The strong
yellow wall colour would have been
fashionable when the house was built.

after the discovery of mineral springs in 1716.

original fabric existing to encourage restoration.

A visit from King George III in 1788 bestowed

There were fine cornices and deep skirtings/

ABOVE The magniﬁcent carved

royal cachet. This house was built in 1840,

baseboards, shutters, floorboards, and even some

substantial, semi-detached and part of a curved

of the old crown glass in the large-paned sash

chimney piece and overmantel at
this end of the drawing room was
originally bought by Gavin’s sister,
interior decorator Sasha Waddell,
for her own kitchen. When it proved
too large Gavin was delighted to
adopt it, knowing that its scale, if
not its date, was right for this room.

‘circus’ of houses of the same date. Originally

windows. The stone staircase is a particularly

there were kitchens and servants’ rooms in the

handsome survival, with its unusual mahogany

basement, two reception rooms at the front,

banister rail sweeping down to form a lobed and

and two at the back on the ground floor, and

foliate newel post terminating in a large, stylized

five bedrooms on the floor above. Extra square

lion’s foot planted stoutly on the bottom step.

FASHION STATEMENT
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Relaxed Coastal Style

• Comparable title Coastal Style (ISBN 978-1-84597-616-3) has
sold more than 42,000 copies worldwide.
• Explores the elements that come together to create the simple,
stylish, and casual look that’s synonymous with coastal living.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-962-5
160 pages I 200 colour photographs
254 x 216 mm I £19.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 16
Publication: June 2018

• Hundreds of inspiring ideas for design and decoration based on
coastal themes.
• Specially photographed houses in spectacular locations.

Home & Garden

Scientists tell us that living by the ocean makes us happier and
healthier: increased views of blue space have a calming effect and
sea air improves our ability to absorb oxygen. Being by water brings
a sense of tranquillity and relaxation and a home by the sea has
never been more desirable. The first part of the book offers up
Sally’s unique take on coastal style, celebrating the colours and
textures of the seaside: bare wooden boards, uncurtained windows,
and furnishings covered in robust linen or cotton that will endure salt
water and the sun’s rays. Sally also looks at lighting, furniture and
coastal decorative accents such as maps, charts and nauticalthemed accessories. She draws inspiration from beachcombing,
displaying shells and driftwood to feel close to nature and the sound
of the waves. The second half of the book visits a selection of
glorious coastal houses, cottages and hideaways that are guaranteed
to enchant and inspire. Wherever you live, Relaxed Coastal Style will
inspire you to adopt the relaxed, informal simplicity of life by the sea.

52995
9

781849 759625

SALLY DENNING
is a UK-based freelance interiors stylist and
creative director. She has more than 20
years’ experience in the industry, including
12 years working on leading interiors and
women’s interest magazines for prestigious
publishing houses in London. Sally
embarked on a freelance career 10 years
ago and her work regularly appears in titles
such as Homes and Gardens, Homes and
Antiques, House Beautiful, and Country
Homes & Interiors. She also has a wealth of
commercial clients who continually draw on
her styling skills and creative flair. Sally
lives in Yorkshire with her husband and two
young sons.

Coastal
TEXTURES

A home without texture is a home without soul, so when it

Wooden furniture is ideal. Worn, bleached or distressed

comes to decorating and styling seaside interiors, it’s one of

wood works well, as it conjures up images of sun-bleached

the most important things to include. However, bear in mind

decks and driftwood. Peeling, faded or ﬂaking paint evokes

that you need to get the balance right: overdo the coastal

a feeling of old beach huts or ﬁshing boats that have been

touches and your home could end up looking like a marine

battered by coastal gales and crashing waves. Woven items

chandlery. Choosing textures reminiscent of the coastline

made from rattan, cane and wicker also suit coastal interiors

or seaside will ensure that you create a space that evokes a

and partner well with simple tongue-and-groove panelling or

soothing and relaxed vibe reminiscent of the sea itself.

roughly plastered walls.

Simple natural textures such as wood, stone, raw plaster

Furnishings covered in hardwearing washed linen, grain

and concrete can all be used to set the tone in a room,

sack fabrics or heavyweight cottons that can endure exposure

then textured ﬂooring, furniture, textiles and furnishings will

to salt water and the sun’s rays are a versatile and practical

complete the look. Use anything from painted ﬂoorboards to

choice. And anything made from natural ﬁbres such as sisal,

natural ﬂoorcoverings and stone in anything from ﬂooring to

coir, hemp and hessian will add depth and visual interest to a

small accessories to help add depth.

scheme, as well as a relaxed seaside vibe.

2 2 Relaxed COASTAL STYLE

Be inspired by the sights and
sounds of the coast – ﬁshing
boats and beach huts, mooring
ropes and rock pools, fan coral
and limpet shells. All these
objects have been subjected
to wind, salt and the relentless
erosion of the waves which, in
turn, creates a desirable natural
patina that you can replicate
indoors. The texture of wood
stripped and bleached by the
sun or soft ﬂaking paint works
perfectly for coastal homes.

Coastal TEXTURES 23

The Scano’s home may
look as if it’s been there
for centuries, but in fact
it’s a new build. However,
the architecture and
materials – lime-based
mortar, cement ﬂoors
and exposed wooden
beams – are typical of
the region’s traditional
coastal buildings (far
left and left).
The pine-fringed
Mediterranean coastline
is a stone’s throw from
the house (below).

Inside, Marcello has
opted for a simple,
rustic style free of
superﬂuous elements
or architectural
whimsy (opposite).

Sardinian BLUES
ARCHITECT MARCELLO SCANO’S HOME REVEALS A GREAT DEBT
TO THE BEAUTIFUL NATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT SURROUNDS IT.
This stylish rustic home, home to architect Marcello Scano and
his family, sits on a large plot of around seven acres in a rural
part of Gallura, an area of great natural beauty located in the
northeastern corner of the island of Sardinia.
Marcello is a local boy who returned to his roots a few years
ago along with wife Adriana and their family. “We wanted a
place not too far from the city, but close to the sea and within
a natural oasis of Mediterranean scenery,” he explains. Having
spent months driving around Gallura in search of the ideal plot

also available:

Coastal Living
ISBN: 978-1-84975-733-1
£25.00

on which to build a home, the couple eventually stumbled
across the right spot with a little help from the local farmers.
It was a case of love at ﬁrst sight.
Marcello wanted to design a house that respected its
historical and geographical context, and the result is a new
building that looks as though it’s been there for a hundred

82 Relaxed COASTAL STYLE
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Homespun Style

Home & Garden

The Homespun look is about art, craft, and always being on the lookout for
unusual furniture and quirky accessories. Fans of Homespun Style are no
stranger to a flea market, online auction or second-hand store. Interiors stylist
Selina Lake and writer Joanna Simmons show how this homey look has
been given a modern twist with cheerful colours, tactile fabrics and bold
combinations. The book begins with the Ingredients of the look and focuses on
imaginative ways to recycle and reuse, from transforming furniture with a lick
of paint to finding new uses for everyday items. The Details section looks at
textiles, furniture and display, whilst the second half of the book, Spaces,
reveals how the style works beautifully in Living Spaces, Cooking & Eating
Spaces, Bedrooms & Bathrooms, Children’s Rooms, Craft & Work Rooms and
Outside. Homespun Style reflects our growing passion for all things crafted.
• Great variety of locations shows how the Homespun look translates to a
variety of different homes, big and small.
• From the best-selling author of Outdoor Living (ISBN: 978-1-84975-506-1),
Winter Living (ISBN: 978-1-84975-648-8) and Botanical Style (ISBN:
978-1-884975-713-3).
ISBN: 978-1-84975-926-7
160 pages I 200 colour
photographs I 254 x 216 mm
£19.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 16
Publication: February 2018
Rights sold: DK, DE, NL, TH, TW

NEW
EDITION

52995
9

SELINA LAKE
is a successful freelance interiors
stylist; her work appears in
magazines across the world. Her
books include Bazaar Style,
Romantic Style, Pretty Pastel Style,
Outdoor Living, Winter Living, and
Botanical Style. She blogs at
selinalake.blogspot.co.uk.

JOANNA SIMMONS
is a journalist and author. She writes
regularly for Livingetc, Country
Living and other home and lifestyle
titles and has co-authored several
books on interiors, including Bazaar
Style and Space Works (both Ryland
Peters & Small).

781849 759267

Flea Market Style
One person’s trash is another person’s treasure, as the saying goes. In Flea Market
Style, stylist Emily Chalmers and writer Ali Hanan will inspire you to discover a
whole new world of preloved and vintage treasures. The first section of the book,
Flea Market Finds, covers the range of second-hand, salvaged and vintage objects
on offer, whether your style is retro, country, minimalist or eclectic. Once you have
acquired a feel for what’s out there, the second part of the book, Putting It All
Together, demonstrates how to transform any interior room by room. It covers
spaces to cook, eat, sleep and relax, as well as bathrooms and home offices. The
book ends with hints and tips on how to source the right piece for the right place.
• Full of creative and affordable ideas.
• Vintage and second-hand furniture is enjoying a surge in popularity – it’s
ecologically friendly, keeps stuff out of landfill, tends to be well made and durable,
and is often fun to find and restore.
EMILY CHALMERS
is an interiors stylist, art director and
writer who excels at using thrifty ideas
for inspirational interiors. Her freelance
career spans a number of magazine
titles and newspaper supplements as
well as books, which include Table
Inspirations, Cheap Chic, and Modern
Vintage Style.

ALI HANAN
is a connoisseur of flea market style
and her favourite hunting ground is the
Saturday market at London’s Portobello
Road. She has written for many
interiors publications and she has
co-authored Cheap Chic and Modern
Vintage Style, both published by
Ryland Peters & Small.

ISBN: 978-1-84975-927-4
NEW
144 pages I 200 colour
EDITION
photographs
235 x 190 mm I £19.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: February 2018
Rights sold: DK, DE, NL, TH, TW
52995
9

781849 759274
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Selina Lake: Garden Style

• Full of creative and affordable way to make the most of your space.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-925-0
160 pages I 220 colour photographs
254 x 216 mm I £19.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 16
Publication: March 2018

• From the best-selling author of Homespun Style (ISBN: 978-184975-926-7), Winter Living (ISBN: 978-1-84975-648-8) and
Botanical Style (ISBN: 978-1-84975-713-3), which has sold over
12,000 copies.

e

52995
9

781849 759250

SELINA LAKE
is a successful freelance stylist, author and
columnist. She has a monthly column in
Modern Gardens magazine, and regularly
styles lifestyle photoshoots for commercial
and editorial clients. Her work can be seen
in publications including Country Living,
Homes & Antiques, and Country Homes &
Interiors. Selina offers a glimpse into her
styling world via her social media channels
@selinalake. To date, she has produced
eight books for Ryland Peters & Small,
including the best-selling Botanical Style.
Selina spends most of her spare time with
her husband Dave in their own garden in
Guildford, Surrey.

Home & Garden

Selina Lake: Garden Style is an inspiring guide that will show you
how to style everything from windowsills to grand garden features.
Selina begins by describing her sources of garden inspiration –
famous gardens, specialist nurseries, plant catalogues and old
botanical prints. Armed with ideas, she moves on to Chapter Two,
Decorating your Garden, which is packed with suggestions for
container gardening, using recycled elements and styling truly tiny
spaces. In the next chapter, Bringing the Outside In, she harvests
flowers and foliage from the garden to provide seasonal adornment
for her home whilst in Garden Rooms, Greenhouses and Sheds, she
taps into the current trend for versatile garden buildings. Next, in
Relaxing Outdoors, Selina explains how to transform your garden into
a stylish space for entertaining with ideas on furniture, accessories
and more. And finally, in Eating Outdoors, Selina offers advice on
growing your own veg and creating an inviting outdoor dining room.
The book is peppered with design ideas and easy projects, as well as
simple gardening tips on choosing easy-to-grow garden plants and
growing your own produce. Garden Style will help readers transform
even the smallest scrap of outdoor space into a lush green retreat.

ReCyClEd ElEmEnTs

ToP TiP

Use recycled
concrete blocks and
an old plank to make
a bench. If you plant
grass behind it, it will
double as a garden
divider too.

Bring personality to your space with salvaged items.

A NEW LEASE OF LIFE

Recycled items bring interest and charm to even the smallest outdoor space, as shown here. A vase
of garden ﬂowers sits atop a vintage galvanized metal tray (above left) while an old bench in a shady
spot is surrounded by salvaged planters (above centre), and an old sewing machine table, rusty
trough and tiny urn create a striking vignette against a black stained shed wall (above right). The low
bench opposite was made from salvaged materials and is home to chunky pots and a metal mirror.

There are a few reasons that people incorporate

So where can you source such items? Be a magpie

recycled elements into their gardens. One is budget:

and look out for houses that are being refurbished, as

often (but not always) recycled items are more affordable

skips/dumpsters are a good place to ﬁnd things that can

than new garden furniture, planters and decorative

be reused (always check with the owners before taking

features. I’m talking about pieces that people might

things out of a skip). Good old car boot sales/yard sales

otherwise throw away – items salvaged from a building

are always worth a browse, or trawl online auction sites

site, such as rusty concrete reinforcement grids for a

if you are hunting for something in particular, such as an

climber to scramble over, or defunct ﬂoorboards and

old ceramic sink or zinc washing tub. If you have a slightly

pieces of masonry from which you could fashion a bench.

larger budget, salvage and reclamation yards will be your

Style is another reason to opt for recycled objects – you

best bet. They are also a good place to source attractive

are likely to end up with something totally unique that’s

gardenalia – vintage watering cans, old terracotta

a real talking point. Finally, using salvaged items is eco-

pots and galvanized metal bowls and trays that can be

friendly and sustainable, as it keeps them out of landﬁll.

repurposed as attractive planters.

36 DeCoRaTiNg YoUr GaRdEn

Ì
StYlE TiP

For me, a potting shed is a creative space that’s
worthy of beautiful but also practical styling. In
my own shed (right), I keep everything out on
display – everything, that is, except unsightly,
garish plastic pots and tools, which are hidden
out of sight. The pine shelves were left in our
house by the previous owner, and I use them
to display pretty garden bits and bobs. Below,
I created a makeshift shelf by balancing an old
scaffolding plank on bricks. When it comes to
styling, add a few botanical prints along with
rustic wooden boxes/crates and zinc planters.

MaKe / P ApEr PlAnT PoTs
Recycle your old gardening magazines
by turning them into stylish plant pots.
You will need a magazine and a cylindershaped object to use as a mould (I used
a small tumbler). Start by tearing out
your chosen page and folding it in half
horizontally to make a long strip. Roll
the strip tightly around the mould several
times to create a cylinder, leaving extra
paper at the base. Fold the paper in at the

also available:

Botanical Style
ISBN: 978-1-84975-713-3
£19.99

base to make a sturdy pot with no gaps for
compost to fall through. You should now
have a pot roughly 7.5-cm/3-in high. Slide
out the tumbler, fill your pot with potting
compost and it’s ready for you to sow
seeds or transplant seedings. These pots
make great little gifts for garden lovers.

94 GaRdEn RoOmS, GrEeNhOuSeS & ShEdS
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Door J’Adore

Home & Garden

Doors are a barrier between reality and imagination, and the portal between
private and public. And therein lies their sense of mystery: without opening them
we will never know what or who lies behind them. Our curious nature leads us to
wonder what is beyond, and we only have what we see in front of us to go by,
but take a closer look and you will discover that every door tells its own story.
Whether it’s the particular shade of paint, the texture of the finish, an
extravagant knocker, the plant that scrambles around the frame or an elegantly
turned handle, every door reveals the secret of its past, its present, its culture
and the person who lives behind it. This book showcases a variety of beautiful
doors chosen for their wide-ranging appeal and celebrates the everyday beauty
of something we take for granted – doors.
• “DOORTRAITS” are the latest internet obsession, with Instagrammers sharing
photos of mesmerising doors from around the world.’ (The Daily Mail )
• Illustrated with gorgeous images from all over the world.
• The perfect gift for anyone who loves architecture, photography, decoration,
design… and doors!
ISBN: 978-1-84975-963-2
176 pages I 150 colour photographs
210 x 170 mm I £9.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: June 2018
52195
9

781849 759632

NICK ROWELL
is an avid traveller, which began during his
university years. Nick settled in Argentina
where he spent time living and learning
among the locals. It was the cosmopolitan
streets of Buenos Aires where he first
developed an interest in photographing
doors. In an attempt to seek out even more
beautiful doors, Nick set up the instagram
account @door_jadore to allow him to
capture all those he came across, and
connect with other door enthusiasts. He
now has a treasure trove of images of
enchanting and unique doors from all
corners of the world. Nick now runs an
award-winning production company, whilst
simultaneously pursuing the perfect doors.

Introduction
ABOVE LEFT Doors

that have been left
untouched sometimes
tell the most poignant
of stories.
ABOVE RIGHT

A glorious cascade
of autumnal colour
surrounds this
London door.

I don’t claim to be a door expert (in fact
I’m not even sure such a thing exists). But
I’ve looked at a lot of doors over the past
ﬁve years or so and I’d like to share what
I’ve noticed about them.
There are billions of doors around the
world and, just like people, each one
is different. Whether it’s the particular
shade of paint, the patina or texture of
the ﬁnish, an extravagant brass knocker,
the climber that frames it, or an elegantly
turned handle, every door reveals the
secret of its past, its present, its culture
and the person who lives behind it.
Doors are a barrier between reality
and imagination and the portal between

private and public. And therein lies their
sense of mystery: without opening them
we will never know what or who lies
behind them. Curiousity leads us to
wonder what is beyond, and we only
have what we see in front of us to go by,
but take a closer look and you will ﬁnd
that every door tells its own story.
For example, the doors on the Greek
island of Santorini, most of them wooden
and painted an unassuming blue that’s
faded by the sun’s unrelenting rays,
reveal the history of the town, which
is built on a cliff tumbling down to the
Aegean. Many of the doors of this town
hint at expansive views just beyond and

a quick peek over a side wall may give
us an unexpected glimpse of the
sea glittering in the distance. With the
island in bloom almost all year round, the
inviting ﬂoral adornments of Santorini’s
doors seem to symbolize the warm nature
of the island’s inhabitants and welcome
us to the vibrant local culture.
In contrast, Moroccan doors offer a
much more guarded face to the world.
Massive in their physical stature, their
wood and iron panels studded with bolts
and framed between unclimbable walls,
these doors are seemingly impenetrable
yet they have their own story to tell.
Much like Indian doors, they are made

using traditional techniques and the
quality of the craftsmanship is remarkable,
making these doors pieces of art in their
own right. They are testament to the
artisan culture in Morocco, which
combines Berber traditions with Islamic,
Jewish and other European inﬂuences. If
such a thing as door guides existed, they
certainly wouldn’t run out of stops when
leading tourists around the old town of
Fez or the souks of Marrakesh.
In modern cities, like Berlin or San
Francisco doors can serve as a canvas
for self-expression or popular culture:
grafﬁti, politics and sex can all be found
to some degree on the doors of the city.

2

ABOVE LEFT One

of the four imposing
and majestic doors
in the inner courtyard
of the City Palace,
Jaipur, India.
ABOVE RIGHT

Beautifully faded and
peeling grass-green
paint in St Ives,
Cornwall.

3

A traditional
carved-wood
Nepalese door.

also available:

La Vita è Bella
ISBN: 978-1-84975-553-5
£25.00
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Inspiring Tiny Homes

• Celebrates the increasingly-popular Tiny House Movement.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-357-0
192 pages (wood-free paper) I 200 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £19.99
hardback
Carton quantity: 16
Publication: April 2018

9

• Over 40 small homes – from houseboats to yurts.
• Stunning photography accompanies fascinating stories about each home.
• From the author of A Woman’s Shed (ISBN 978-1-78249-099-9) and A
Woman’s Huts and Hideaways (ISBN 978-1-78249-322-8).

Home & Garden

People have been living in small spaces for centuries, for reasons of
practicality, mobility, flexibility or personal choice. More recently, tiny homes
have become the answer for many who need somewhere affordable to live
and who possess the creativity and energy to make something different. A
small home can be relatively cheap to build or convert, and gives its owner
choices, reflecting the way they want to live and their concern for the impact
they have on the environment. Tiny homes can also be stunningly beautiful
and imaginative. They ask their owners to be discerning about what
belongings they have – what is necessary and what is beautiful. The choices
are individual and can be seen as part of a movement away from money and
property-slavery to a more simple and connected way of living. Gill Heriz has
brought together a collection of some of the most incredible small homes,
from containers in the city to cabins in the countryside. A traditional
Mongolian yurt provides off-grid living for its owners, and a portable cabin
offers a chic, flexible space. There is a reclusive shack set in woodland, a
converted mountainside bothy, and a log cabin pod near the coast. What all
the owners have in common is dedication to living well on a smaller footprint.

781782 493570

FAR LEFT Hooks screwed into

GILL HERIZ
is an artist and writer who was once an
interior designer, and has a passion for
architecture and design. She is also
self-confessedly nosy, and loves nothing
more than exploring other people’s
houses. Her interest in small spaces was
first sparked by some fine examples in her
local area, and now extends across the
world. Gill’s first book published by CICO
Books, A Woman’s Shed, won the Gold in
Home & Garden at the 2014 Foreword
Reviews IndieFab awards. Gill is also the
author of A Woman’s Huts and Hideaways,
and lives in Suffolk.

the base of the rustic wooden
wall cabinet keep essential
kitchen implements to hand.
LEFT George keeps three

kettles of water bubbling on the
woodburner for a constant supply
of tea, poured from this well-worn
but serviceable enamel teapot.
BELOW George has built his

own brick kiln which he heats up
two or three times a year to fire
his handmade pottery.

Down a narrow country lane and through a gate hidden behind the trees are
several shacks and sheds, set amongst the apple trees. George has made
his home in one of them, quietly living a low-impact, low-money lifestyle.

The compact kitchen area has
a small gas stove which sits on
a sturdy wooden cabinet. An old
wooden table provides a handy
worksurface, illuminated by a
solar-powered spotlight. The roof
is insulated with Cumbrian sheep’s
wool packed into brown paper bags,
which are flexible enough to fit
between irregular rafters.

George has lived in this peaceful corner of eastern
England for several years, after buying these 4 acres
of Norfolk land at a local auction. He originally lived
in a shed that was already in place on the land before
building his present home, using as much local material
as possible. The roof rafters were made from local felled
ash trees, while oak thinnings from his own woods have
been turned into window casements. No machinery was
used in the build, and all wooden uprights, beams, and
rafters were squared off by hand, using an axe and
plane. In line with George’s ecological lifestyle, only one
bag of cement was used in the entire build.
The walls are made from boarding and infilled with
hemp lime, which was shuttered to build the wall from
the ground up. Hemp lime has good thermal properties,
and the textured finish was “bag-washed”—rubbed on
with sacking dipped in a loose mixture of lime and sand.

146 ECO HOMES
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BELOW The raised bed, which

provides useful storage beneath,
is covered with a vintage quilt in
soft pastel shades. This quilt once
belonged to Bill’s grandmother, as
did the small armchair to the side.
Janine intends to make curtains
for the windows, ideally reusing
faded curtains from Bill’s parents’
farmhouse.

The preacher’s wagon used to belong to Bill’s mother, who found it
in a nearby village. When Bill inherited the wagon, he began to restore
it. Once the exterior had been made weatherproof, Bill concentrated
his efforts on the interior. Built in the late 1800s, the wagon still had
all its original cabinets, which make good use of every inch of space.
Cupboards hold crockery, food, and other essentials, and a special
cabinet next to the door was originally for the preacher’s frock coat. The
woodwork, all painted by Janine, is soft cream with details picked out
in a contrasting duck egg blue. Light pours in from the high mollycroft
windows set into the sides of the raised roof.

ABOVE LEFT A hinged pull-

down cabinet door provides a
useful worksurface, while the
pipe and faucet provide water
from the tank above.
LEFT Original slim-line cabinets

built into the sides of the wagon
provide useful storage. While the
wagon exterior required a lot of
restoration, the interior had stood
the test of time.

tealight lantern, its soft green
glass coordinating perfectly with
the paintwork.
ABOVE RIGHT The wagon may

originally have had a small
pot-bellied stove, but Bill has
installed a cast-iron barge-style
stove which keeps the wagon
cozy. When the stove is lit, Bill
says, the wagon comes to life.

Nestled under the trees at the end
of Bill and Janine’s garden is a tall,
horse-drawn wagon. Originally built as
a preacher’s wagon, it once traveled from
village to village, with the preacher
delivering sermons from the small platform
at the front of the wagon.

also available:

A Woman’s Shed
ISBN: 978-1-78249-099-9
£19.99

ABOVE CENTER A hanging

112 ON WHEELS

THE PREACHER’S WAGON 113

INSPIRING TINY HOMES I 33
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A Life Less Ordinary
An intimate glimpse of the artistry of two women whose beautiful,
evocative, and carefully curated interiors are crafted from what they
find around them. Zoe Ellison and Alex Legendre have created a
beautiful shopping and interiors experience with their unique store i
gigi – a haven of beautiful gifts and unique pieces for your home.
The muted, earthy colour palette is chic and modern and yet utterly
timeless, allowing their pieces to fit seamlessly into any home. In
this, their first book, they share their secrets and open their hearts
as they describe the journey they have taken, what makes them tick
and their philosophy, friendship, inspirations, ideas and interiors. i
gigi is a destination store, selling the idea of a beautiful yet practical
and achievable lifestyle. Their interiors feature reclaimed and
revamped pieces and rooms that have been created on a
shoestring. With stunning photography throughout, this is a truly
fascinating look into their world.
• Featuring beautiful specially commissioned photography.
• The muted palette used is a perennially popular decorating trend.
• The original edition of A Life Less Ordinary (ISBN 978-1-90886279-2) has sold over 20,000 copies.

NEW EDITION
ISBN: 978-1-78249-583-3
192 pages (wood-free paper plus 10 pages of
tracing paper inserts & 2 postcards in envelopes)
200 colour photographs I 280 x 220 mm
£25.00 I hardback
Carton quantity: 10
Publication: March 2018
9

781782 495833

ZOE ELLISON
trained as a florist and artist before turning
her attention to interiors and retail. With
ALEX LEGENDRE she owns and runs i gigi,
a unique homewares and clothing store in
Brighton. This is their first book. The
authors are based in Brighton.

also available:

Living Life Beautifully
ISBN: 978-1-78249-053-1
£25.00
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The Art of Napkin Folding
How much better food tastes when it is thoughtfully presented at a beautiful and
stylish table, and what better way to embellish your dining experience than with
a chic folded napkin. There are step-by-step instructions for 20 napkin folds in a
range of stylish shapes. Inspiring ideas for decorating, embroidering and
monogramming are also included, as well as for making napkin rings using fresh
flowers, fruit and ribbons. Ten themed occasions are featured, including all-time
favorites such as Classic Elegance or Romantic Dinner, festive meals such as
Christmas Cheer and Wedding Breakfast, as well as occasions such as Mother’s
Day Lunch or Baby Shower. For each event there is a wealth of delightful
suggestions for creatively styled napkins and other finishing touches. Whether
it’s a relaxed family lunch or a formal wedding table, The Art of Napkin Folding
is full of inspiring suggestions for beautifully styled napkins.

• Features ideas for table setting styles for 10 themed occasions.

NEW EDITION

• Inspiring ideas for decorating, monogramming and embroidering napkins are
also included.

ISBN: 978-1-84975-974-8
112 pages (wood-free paper)
100 colour photographs I 210 x 170 mm
£7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: June 2018
Rights sold: FR

Home & Garden

• Includes 20 step-by-step napkin folds, plus finishing touches for the perfect
table setting.

51495
9

781849 759748

also available:

Jane Packer’s Flower Course
ISBN: 978-1-84975-758-4
£16.99
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The Balcony Gardener
Packed full of great ideas to brighten up your balcony, roof terrace or window
sill, The Balcony Gardener will teach you everything you need to know to
create a stunning outdoor space. Covering everything from the fundamentals
of starting a new garden to picking out the best garden-accessories to suit
your style and your space, The Balcony Gardener will guide you through
planning and designing a garden that most suits you. Urban Spaces is a
chapter that goes into detail about the best plants to use in smaller
environments, highlighting those flora that would be better adapted to life in
an urban setting. Move on to Creative Recycling, which provides all sorts of
great ideas for recycled containers and beautiful features in your garden –
make a Pallet Wall Planter or Olive Oil Drum to liven up your space. There is
even a chapter for All Things Edible, allowing you to customise your garden to
not only look delightful, but smell and taste fantastic too. Finally, Enjoying Your
Balcony offers some great advice about what type of furnishings would best
suit your balcony, patio, terrace or small garden. Complete with a journal
section, a plant list, a glossary, and comprehensive resources list, The
Balcony Gardener is a must-have book for any green-fingered city-dweller.

NEW IN PAPERBACK
ISBN: 978-1-78249-552-9
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 300 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 30
Publication: February 2018
Rights sold: CZ, DK, DE, NL, IT
9

• Isabelle Palmer is a young, creative, innovative gardening entrepreneur,
with a successful business in gardening ideas for small spaces.
• The Balcony Gardener will appeal to all those who live in the city and cannot
afford to have a large garden space of their own as well as country gardeners
who want to make the most of their own small patio and balcony areas.

781782 495529

ISABELLE PALMER
is a renowned small space garden
designer. Her adventures started out on
her own London balcony where she wanted
to create a little green oasis of her own.
Believing that others would want to unlock
the secrets to an urban paradise, Isabelle
started thebalconygardener.com, an online
company focusing on product ranges for
small urban outdoor spaces – balconies,
patios and terraces. With great passion and
a practical approach to small space
gardening, she has also shared her house
plant expertise in House Plants, published
by CICO Books. She lives in London.

also available:

House Plants
ISBN: 978-1-78249-360-0
£14.99
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Small Summer Gardens
Turn your garden into a bright summer paradise with a collection of 35
projects to create stylish, fragrant, and abundant displays. There are gorgeous
flowering plants, lush foliage, special occasion displays, and edible fruit and
vegetable harvests. The projects in Small Summer Gardens include hanging
baskets, window boxes, beautiful flower beds, large and small pots, and pretty
recycled containers. Create a display of foxgloves and woodland plants in a
rusty trunk, scented sweet peas in a tub, a mini water garden with flowering
water lilies, a wreath made from alpine flowers, fruit bushes in pots and much
more. With Emma Hardy’s expert advice, you will learn everything you need
to know about nurturing annuals from seed, growing bulbs, combining
perennials and small shrubs and maintaining fruit and vegetable plants.

• Includes practical tips and handy advice for using inexpensive bedding
plants in interesting ways.
• Many projects use interesting repurposed containers such as trunks, vintage
tins and baskets, bringing a contemporary twist to an outside space.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-550-5
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 250 colour
photographs I 235 x 190 mm I £14.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: February 2018

9

Home & Garden

• 35 creative and colourful projects for small gardens, including containers,
bedding plants and special displays.

781782 495505

EMMA HARDY
is a keen gardener, with an RHS level 2
certificate in Horticulture. She has
gardened on an allotment for several years,
and has created an urban garden with fruit,
vegetables, and as many plants as it is
possible to squeeze into a small space. She
loves planning and creating gardens, but
most of all she enjoys getting her hands
dirty, and just pottering. Emma’s previous
books include The Winter Garden, Tiny
Tabletop Gardens, Teeny Tiny Gardening,
The Urban Wildlife Gardener, and Green
Crafts for Children, all published by CICO
Books. Married with two daughters, Emma
lives in London.

also available:

The Winter Garden
ISBN: 978-1-78249-238-2
£14.99
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The Decorated Garden
The Decorated Garden contains 25 easy-to-make projects that will not
only inspire your creativity but encourage you to spend more time in the
garden all year round. Deborah explains how to make all sorts of
delightful projects, large and small. She will teach you how to make
grand items, such as a stunning Pebble Mosaic, a lovely Sweetpea
Wigwam, a Driftwood Bench. She will also demonstrate how to make
smaller accessories, such as decorative Alphabet Pebbles, Wire Pot
Holders, a Fern Stencilled Tray Table and more. With The Decorated
Garden you will become an expert in all sorts of skills: woodworking,
weaving, carving, shaping, painting, stencilling, building and crafting –
the list is endless. You will even learn how to use a variety of materials,
from ceramics and stone, to wood and wire. Whether you’re looking to
furnish your own garden with these items, or to give them as gifts,
there’ll be a project here to suit every crafter, garden and season. Fully
illustrated with clear step-by-step photography, The Decorated Garden
will have you outside and making all sorts of beautiful things in no time.
• Deborah has a wealth of practical gardening and crafting experience,
which is demonstrated in her easy-to-follow instructions.
• The garden is often a place of peace and refuge, so why not
personalise it with items and furnishings unique to you and your style?
ISBN: 978-1-78249-553-6
128 pages I 200 colour photographs
276 x 208 mm I £12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 26
Publication: February 2018

9

• Crafting isn’t only for the indoors, and with The Decorated Garden
you’ll be able to make something for any outdoor space and season.

781782 495536

DEBORAH SCHNEEBELI-MORRELL
is an award-winning artist, has appeared
on radio and television, and is a frequent
contributor to magazines. She has written
over 20 practical craft books, including
Pebble Mosaics, The Art of Papercutting,
and Grow Your Own Vegetables in Pots,
all published by CICO Books. Deborah is
a keen crafter and gardener, and is based
between Wiltshire and north London.

also available:

Pebble Mosaics
ISBN: 978-1-78249-458-4
£12.99
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Gardening with Junk

ISBN: 978-1-78249-551-2
144 pages (wood-free paper)
300 colour photographs I 235 x 190 mm
£14.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: May 2018

9

• Gardening with Junk is a great guide to finding innovative ways to re-use
and recycle items in the home, and will appeal to crafters and gardeners alike.
• As climate change becomes an increasingly pressing issue, more and more
people are looking to reuse the items they have, rather than buy new.

Home & Garden

Learn everything you need to know to make the most of your unused
containers and turn them into something beautiful, creative, and exciting for
your plants. The first section, Getting Started, is devoted to teaching you the
basics and explaining how to choose the right container and the right plant for
your space. It’s easy to get carried away by your own enthusiasm but Getting
Started will show you how to condense your creative thoughts into gorgeous
and cohesive projects. The second section, Planted Junk, will demonstrate
how to utilize all sorts of great materials, from ceramics, stone, and glass, to
wood, wicker, metal, and plastic. Learn how to make the most of any
container, whether they are beer cans, wicker baskets, quirky ceramics, and
so much more! The final section, Plant Directory, provides a comprehensive
list of flowers and plants so that you can find what best suits you and your
newly converted pots! This section also provides useful addresses that will
help you on your way to a fabulously upcycled garden. Written by horticultural
expert Adam Caplin, and complete with stunning photography by Francesca
Yorke, Gardening with Junk is a must-have for any green-fingered enthusiast
with an interest in recycling and the environment.

781782 495512

ADAM CAPLIN
studied horticulture at Reading University
and has since been involved in the setting
up and running of various garden centres in
London. He has been heavily involved in
promoting green and environmental issues
within local primary schools. Adam has
written for BBC Gardener’s World
magazine, Easy Gardening, Saga, and
Gardens Illustrated. His book Urban Eden
features a garden that Adam co-designed
and which won a silver medal at London’s
Chelsea Flower Show. His other books
include New Kitchen Garden and Cool
Containers, both published by Ryland
Peters & Small. Adam lives in London, UK.

also available:

Tiny Tabletop Gardens
ISBN: 978-1-78249-413-3
£14.99
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Handmade Bird, Bee, and Bat Houses
Build and craft 25 beautiful small homes and feeders to attract wildlife
to your garden. Handmade Bird, Bee, and Bat Houses features homes
to build for everything from bees to bats, and bluebirds to butterflies.
Each house is beautifully designed, with colourful details, but is also
perfectly adapted for its intended inhabitants. There are birdhouses
you can hang up or place on stands, a bee house you can “plant” in
your flowerbed, and there’s even a home for a toad. There are also
feeders for birds and butterflies, and homes for ladybirds. With her
trademark attention to detail, Michele McKee-Orsini has designed a
collection of miniature palaces for the wildlife that we should all be
encouraging into our gardens. Michele takes you through the basic
woodworking and decorating skills you will need, and the step-by-step
project instructions, clear artwork, and stunning photography will all
inspire you to build your own bird, bee and bat houses.
• Attracting wildlife to your garden will help your garden blossom.
• Birds, bees, and bats all face threats from the changing environment.

Craft

• Organisations such as the Royal Horticultural Society and the RSPB
have run high-profile campaigns encouraging gardening practices that
benefit wildlife.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-554-3
128 pages I 150 colour photographs & artworks
276 x 208 mm I £12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 26
Publication: March 2018
9

• According to a Greenpeace report (Bees in Decline), the current drop
in bee numbers is a real threat to crop production in Europe.

781782 495543

MICHELE MCKEE-ORSINI
is an artist and wildlife enthusiast who loves
nothing more than walking through the
woods looking for unusual pieces of wood
to turn into houses for birds, bees and bats.
She now makes and sells a stunning range
of such houses, always with the creature’s
needs foremost. This is her second book –
she is also the author of Handmade
Birdhouses and Feeders, published by
CICO Books. Find her at www.etsy.com/
shop/birdhousesbymichele. She is based in
Yucaipa, California, USA.

also available:

Handmade Birdhouses and
Feeders
ISBN: 978-1-78249-450-8
£12.99
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Modern Stencils
Learn how to stencil with 35 bright and contemporary projects.
Nicolette Tabram tells you all you need to know about repeating
pattern and includes tips for variations and how to develop your
technique. Divided into Furniture & Storage, Fabrics & Textiles, Gifts &
Homeware, and Walls & Floors, the projects are all inspired by
Nicolette’s travels and love of textiles. Update your home with a
Scandinavian-style painted cupboard, practical storage crates with an
Indian pattern, a floral denim apron, folk-art bedlinen, Mexican tiles, a
rug with a fleur-de-lys design and much more. Many of the projects
would make great gifts, too, so why not make some Southwestern
notebooks for all your friends, or bright napkins for a housewarming
party. Start off with the comprehensive techniques section which
includes how to cut out stencils, which paints to use, and how to get
the perfect finish, and you will soon see the potential for embellishing
surfaces with creative stencils wherever you go!
• As well as teaching workshops on stencilling, Nicolette Tabram sells
her stencils online to customers all over the world, including North
America, Brazil, Germany, Australia and New Zealand.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-549-9
128 pages (includes 10 sheets of stencils)
250 colour photographs I 276 x 208 mm
£12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: March 2018
9

• Stencilling is a simple craft that really makes an impact and is perfect
for beginners as well as more confident crafters.

Craft

• 35 vibrant projects to bring a fresh touch to your home and to give
as gifts, including lampshades, stools, curtains, bags, stationery, and
wallpaper.

781782 495499

NICOLETTE TABRAM
trained as a printed textile designer and
has designed prints and accessories for a
range of major retailers including Monsoon
and Marks & Spencer. The first piece of
furniture she painted was for a Mothers’
Day present over twenty years ago and she
returned to furniture painting as an
antidote to designing on a computer and
from a need to reconnect with paint. Her
stencil range is inspired by her travels and
a love of pattern and she has customers
from all over the world. This is her first
book. She is based in north London.

also available:

Annie Sloan Paints Everything
ISBN: 978-1-78249-356-3
£14.99
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Creating the Vintage Look
Discover how to upcycle to make unusual and unique homeware with Creating
the Vintage Look. Upcycling is about taking something old, vintage, treasured,
or possibly even broken, and giving it a new lease of life by turning it into
something new. It’s a stylish and thrifty way of decorating and enhancing your
home that avoids waste. Ellie Laycock shows you how to make truly beautiful
objects from things you might otherwise have thrown away. Be inspired by her
ingenuity, including turning old tin trays into chic magnetic noticeboards, using
teapots as quirky planters, transforming a vintage fruit crate into a rustic bedside
table, and converting metal jelly moulds into tea light holders. All of the 35
projects have clear instructions and artworks to guide you when you make them,
and are grouped on a room-by-room basis. Complete with a helpful techniques
section that will teach you any skills you need to know, Creating the Vintage
Look will inspire your creativity and rejuvenate your junk.
• Repurposing and upcycling appeals to those who want to get more value for
money, as well as those who are trying to create an eco-friendly home.
• Handmade items, particularly those using vintage furniture and fabrics, make
interiors unique and offer an alternative to mass-produced homeware.

Craft

NEW EDITION
ISBN: 978-1-78249-568-0
128 pages (wood-free paper) I 200 colour
photographs & artworks I 210 x 170 mm
£9.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: March 2018
Rights sold: DE
9

781782 495680

ELLIE LAYCOCK
is an award-winning entrepreneur, author,
artist and photographer with a passion for
upcycling, interior design and discovering
the hidden stories behind vintage textiles.
Ellie’s luxury homeware company, Hunted
and Stuffed™, specialises in sourcing
exquisite vintage and antique Japanese
kimono silks and brocades, and giving
them a second life by inventively
transforming them into stunning limited
edition cushions, throws and other
creations. These ‘Homeware With History’
pieces sell to clients worldwide. Ellie lives
in London, with her young family, trusty
camera and vintage sewing machine.

also available:

Junk Genius
ISBN: 978-1-78249-528-4
£16.99
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Handmade Glamping
Decorate your tent, tipi, caravan or camper van with any of the 35 stunning
projects in Handmade Glamping. Using a variety of crafting techniques including
knitting, crochet, quilting, embroidery, patchwork and appliqué, Charlotte Liddle
and Lucy Hopping have created a wonderful range of accessories that will bring
retro charm to your country getaway. A chapter on Recycling and Repurposing
shows you how to make some stunning embroidered curtains and hexagonal
patchwork scatter cushions using vintage fabrics. In Campfire Cooking there is
everything you’ll need for a romantic meal under the stars, including quilted
placemats and a picnic bag. Pretty Decorations has crocheted bunting to string
outside, a cute cross-stitch picture to hang inside, and pretty storage ideas for
small spaces that recycle jam jars and other household items. Finally, Outdoor
Living comes with ideas for candle holders, a tent tidy, a wind break and even a
re-upholstered deck chair.
• Contains 35 stunning step-by-step projects to make sure your eco-friendly
camping holiday is one to remember.
• Includes a comprehensive techniques section.

NEW EDITION

9

Craft

ISBN: 978-1-78249-570-3
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 100 colour
photographs & 200 colour artworks
210 x 170 mm I £9.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: April 2018

• ‘2016 has witnessed an immense boost in trendy glamping sites in the wildest
of places due to its eco-friendly factor and closeness to nature.’ ( Glamping
Design Trends)

781782 495703

CHARLOTTE LIDDLE & LUCY HOPPING
have worked as designers in the textile
craft industry and have lots of experience
developing step-by-step projects for books,
websites, publications and kits. Charlotte is
the author of various textile books, and
Lucy is the author of Macramé Jewelry and
Accessories. Charlotte lives in Darlington,
and Lucy lives in Burscough.

also available:

Home-made Vintage
ISBN: 978-1-908170-20-0
£12.99
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Book Art
Do you have a shelf of old books that you love, but rarely touch? Well why not
give them a new lease of life and use them to create one of the 35 beautiful
projects Clare Youngs has developed? You will discover ways to make
greetings cards, stationery, animals, display scenes and more using pages from
all kinds of different books. The gorgeous typography and vintage-style artworks
found in old books will add interesting colour, pattern and texture to designs
such as the owl and pussycat pop-up scene. The illustrations in children’s
books give a charming feel to papier-mâché dolls and a stand-up lion to
decorate a kid’s room, while maps and atlases work well on notebooks or
birthday cards. The designs use a variety of crafting techniques – from quilling
to collage – and each project has easy-to-follow instructions and step-by-step
artworks. There’s also a helpful techniques section at the back that will be of
real use to first-time crafters, as well as a templates section.
• 35 fabulous step-by-step projects, suitable for experienced crafters and those
new to the world of Book Art.

Craft

• You’ll be amazed how easy (and inexpensive!) it is to repurpose pages into
items that will look wonderful in your home.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-569-7
NEW IN
128 pages (wood-free paper) PAPERBACK
250 colour photographs &
illustrations I 235 x 190 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps I Carton quantity: 30
Publication: February 2018
Rights sold: DE, FR, IT
9

CLARE YOUNGS
studied graphic design and has worked in
packaging design, illustration and book
jacket design. Her other books include
Folded Book Art, Mobile Art, Wall Art,
Make Your Own Woodland Creatures, A
Year in Crafts, Letter Art and Folk Art
Needlecraft (all published by CICO Books).
She is based in Broadstairs, Kent.

781782 495697

Mindful Beads
Explore the meanings and symbolism of beads from around the world. Includes
20 step-by-step projects to string your own bracelets and necklaces, and make
your own beads. Strings of beads are found in many cultures and have been
given many names – mala, rosary, masbaha, komboloi, prayer beads – but no
matter the context, they’re a tangible symbol of connection to our memories,
our hopes, our loves and our best selves. Beads can be made from wood,
crystals, bone, shell, glass, paper and much more – even buttons, seeds and
pasta! And the meanings are as varied as the materials. There’s also symbolism
in the type, number, materials and source of the beads and the words that go
with them – mantras, prayers, promises, affirmations and meditations. In
Mindful Beads, explore all of this and more!
• Beautifully presented guide to meaningful beads from a variety of cultures.
• Meditation and mindfulness continue to be huge trends as people look for
ways to find deeper meaning in life.
ALICE PECK
is an author and editor living with her
family in New York. Alice likes to think and
write about finding the sacred in the
ordinary, and is the author of Be More Tree
and The Secret Language of Herbs, both
published by CICO Books. Find out more
at www.alicepeck.com.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-561-1
128 pages I 40 colour photographs & 25
colour artworks I 235 x 190 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps I Carton quantity: 30
Publication: March 2018

9

781782 495611
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Shibori
Learn the Japanese art of shibori, including tie-dyeing, folded, rolled
and sewn techniques, using indigo dye. Then make one of the 25
projects using the fabric you have created. Shibori is the name for a
range of dyeing techniques that have been practised in Japan for
centuries. Using just plain white cloth and indigo dye, you can create a
huge range of patterns that will each be unique. Full photographic
step-by-step instructions are given for preparing the vat and plain
dyeing, so you can master these steps before you move on to the
different types of shibori. Each chapter then starts with a photographic
step-by-step explanation of a different shibori technique. The first
chapter covers kanoko and kumo (tie-dyeing with and without stones).
Next there is shibori itajime (folding the fabric and clamping it between
pieces of wood), then arashi (wrapping fabric around tubes), and nui
(sewing and gathering the fabric with thread). After each technique has
been explained, there are simple projects to make that show off the
patterns you have created at their best. A sewing techniques section
completes the book, with all the basic stitches and skills you will need
to make the projects.
• Includes full instructions and step-by-step photographs for the
different types of shibori dyeing.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-598-7
128 pages I 150 colour photographs & artworks
276 x 208 mm I £12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 26
Publication: May 2018

9

Craft

• Interest in Japanese style and crafts is increasing.
• Indigo is still a key colour for interiors.

781782 495987

NICOLA GOULDSMITH
is the founder of Halfpenny Home, an art
and crafts shop which has a the website of
the same name, www.halfpennyhome.
co.uk. Nicola loves making things, growing
things, and living in the countryside. The
Halfpenny Home shop is housed in a
disused mill, where Nicola runs popular
classes on natural dyeing, sewing and other
crafts. She is the author of Indigo: Dye It,
Make It, and the co-author of A Green
Guide to Country Crafts (both CICO
Books). Nicola is based in Needham
Market, Suffolk.

also available:

A Beginner's Guide to Making Curtains,
Shades, Pillows, Cushions and More
ISBN: 978-1-78249-476-8
£14.99
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A Beginner's Guide to Sewing with
Knitted Fabrics
Follow Wendy Ward’s tutorials to make a collection of comfortable and
stylish garments. Wendy’s style is functional but beautiful basics, and
you will learn the skills to make garments out of knitted fabrics that
drape beautifully and are a joy to wear. There are t-shirts, wide-leg
trousers, lounge pants, tank tops, cardigans, skirts and dresses made in
versatile fabrics that can be dressed up or down. Both beginners and
more experienced dressmakers often avoid using knitted fabrics, but
Wendy will show you how to successfully sew them with just a regular
sewing machine. You will learn essential skills with the help of a
comprehensive techniques section that includes a guide to different
types of knitted fabrics and their uses (including jersey, sweatshirt
fabric, boiled wool and many more), how to prepare them for making
clothes, setting up your sewing machine, which needles you need,
sewing seams and hems, and using elastic.
• Includes full-size patterns at the back of the book so that you can
make any size, from UK 8 to UK 26.

Craft

• Learn all you need to know to start sewing clothing using knitted
fabrics on your regular sewing machine.
• Progress from simple tank tops that are quick to make to a dress with
a draped skirt that is perfect for special occasions.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-468-3
128 pages & 3 full-size pattern sheets I 200 colour
photographs & illustrations I 276 x 208 mm
£12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: January 2018

9

781782 494683

WENDY WARD
has worked as a designer in the fashion
industry since 2000. In 2007 she started
teaching dressmaking and textiles for
adults. She has a degree in Fashion Design,
an MA in Design and is a fully qualified
teacher. In 2012 Wendy opened her
workshop in Brighton and launched her
own range of sewing patterns called MIY
Collection. Her previous books include A
Beginner’s Guide to Making Skirts
(published by CICO Books).

also available:

A Beginner's Guide to Making Skirts
ISBN: 978-1-78249-370-9
£12.99
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Scandinavian Needlecraft
Fans of the clean, elegant lines of traditional Scandinavian style are sure
to be inspired by the 35 sewing projects in this book, which fuse classic
Scandi motifs including hearts, flowers, and birds with contemporary
techniques and materials. Arranged into five chapters, the projects work
with a wide variety of fabrics: there are adorable fleece and felt baby
bootees finished with French knots, a classic gingham curtain tie-back,
and a striped machine-embroidered apron. Progress through the
projects and learn a wide range of sewing techniques, including
appliqué, cut work, patchwork, decorative machine stitching, shadow
work and ribbon work. Simple stitches such as herringbone, cross stitch,
French knots, daisy stitch and satin stitch are also used to great effect.
• Suitable for every skill level – beginners can try the simple table
runner, more experienced crafters can make a cute reindeer soft toy.
• Scandinavian lifestyle and cuisine are huge trends that continue to be
popular, especially the concept of 'hygge'.

9

CLARE YOUNGS
studied graphic design and has worked in
packaging design, illustration and book
jacket design. Her other books include Folk
Art Needlecraft, Folded Book Art, Mobile
Art, Wall Art, Book Art, Make Your Own
Woodland Creatures, A Year in Crafts and
Letter Art (all published by CICO Books).
She is based in Broadstairs, Kent.

781782 495741

Craft

ISBN: 978-1-78249-574-1
NEW
128 pages I 250 colour photographs
EDITION
& illustrations I 235 x 228 mm
£12.99 I paperback with flaps I Carton quantity: 30
Publication: February 2018
Rights sold: EE, FI, KR, NO

A Passion for Quilting
There’s something for everyone in this collection of patchwork and
quilting makes. Nicki Trench employs quilting, appliqué, embroidery
and patchwork techniques to create 35 items to make for the home, or
to give as gifts to family and friends. Start by making Blankets and
Quilts using colourful blocks and vintage fabrics before moving on to
Carry Out, a chapter packed with projects for people who love bags.
Then there are Accessories and Gifts, including book covers, needle
cases and cushions, and Kitchen and Dining Room, which has trivets,
tea towels and chair seat covers. Finally, there’s a handy techniques
section explaining all the stitches and skills you’ll need to complete the
projects. With creative ideas to inspire both beginners and more
experienced stitchers, you are sure to find the perfect project.
• Projects use a wide range of quilting techniques – from log cabin and
triangle squares to tumbling blocks and dog tooth borders.
• With clear step by step instructions and illustrations.
NICKI TRENCH
is a bestselling author and crafter. She
teaches and writes features on sewing,
knitting, and crochet. Her books include
Cute and Easy Little Knits, Crochet Basics
and Cute & Easy Crochet (over 125,000
copies sold), all published by CICO Books.
Visit her website at www.nickitrench.com.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-584-0
NEW
144 pages I 200 colour photographs
EDITION
& artworks I 235 x 228 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps I Carton quantity: 30
Publication: March 2018 I Rights sold: NL, IT, PT
9

781782 495840
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Boho Felt Crafts
Let Rachel Henderson and Jayne Emerson inspire you to create your
own boho paradise with fresh green faux succulents, cheese plant
leaves and needle-felted cacti, all made from felt or needle-felt. Wall
hangings and mobiles are a great way to change the look of a room
quickly, and there are some great ideas here, try a leaf door curtain, a
felt bead chandelier or a daisy wall hanging to bring a handmade touch
to your décor. There are lovely gifts to make, too, including a cute folk
key ring, a felt ball bouquet and a vibrant needle-felted bird. With
beautiful illustrations guiding you every step of the way, you will feel
confident in embracing a wide range of techniques for needle-felting
and working with felt, a versatile and inexpensive material with endless
possibilities.
• Felt is a really easy material to work with because it doesn’t fray
when cut, and it comes in lots of great colours.
• Boho Felt Crafts is suitable for beginners as well as those with a bit
more experience.

Craft

• The interiors of the 1960s and '70s are very much on trend and easy
to emulate with these 35 innovative projects.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-555-0
128 pages I 250 colour photographs &
illustrations I 276 x 208 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 26
Publication: May 2018
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781782 495550

RACHEL HENDERSON
trained in textile design, has worked for
knitwear company Rowan Yarns and has
her own craft business. Rachel has worked
on a number of titles including Fleece
Fantastic, Crafting for Girls (both published
by CICO Books) and Animal Hats. Rachel
lives on the east coast of Scotland
JAYNE EMERSON teaches crafting
workshops and she taught Kirstie Allsopp
how to needle felt on "Kirstie’s Handmade
Britain". Jayne has sold her work to a wide
range of clients including Chanel, Calvin
Klein and Dior as well as John Lewis Home,
and Topshop. She is the author of five
books and is based in Gloucestershire.

also available:

Super-cute Felt
ISBN: 978-1-78249-460-7
£12.99
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Knit Your Own Dolls
Everyone loves dolls with character, and Fiona Goble has designed 25
knitted toys with real appeal. As well as boy and girl dolls, there are
animal dolls, and a whole wardrobe of clothes and accessories. The
dolls are all the same size, so outfits can be swapped between the
dolls, and you can change hairstyles and colouring as well to create a
personalised gift for a child (or an adult!) As well as the dolls and their
clothes, there are more than 10 added extras such as pet cats and
dogs, a mini teddy bear and beach gear, making more than 35 patterns
in total. Whether you want to knit Ben the Surfer Dude, Vintage Rosie,
Marion the Mermaid, or Superhero Stan, you will find easy-to-follow
patterns, and instructions on everything from knitting techniques to
creating the all-important finishing touches.
• Fiona Goble is a best-selling knitting author, whose titles include
Knitted Animal Hats (ISBN: 978-1-908862-54-9), which has sold over
28,000 copies and Knitted Animal Scarves, Mitts, and Socks (ISBN:
978-1-78249-252-8), which has sold over 41,000 copies.
• Hand-knitted toys are the perfect gift for babies, children and
grandchildren.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-563-5
128 pages I 100 colour photographs &
artworks I 276 x 208 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 26
Publication: June 2018

9

Craft

• Appeals to knitters looking for smaller projects, that can be knitted
with yarns from their stash.

781782 495635

FIONA GOBLE
is the author of several bestselling knitting
books, including Knitted Animal Nursery,
Knitted Animal Cozies, Knitted Animal
Scarves, Mitts, and Socks, and Knitted
Animal Hats, as well as Cute and Easy
Knitting, Learn to Knit, Beanies and Bobble
Hats, and Scarves and Cowls, all of which
are published by CICO Books. Fiona lives
just outside London, with her husband and
teenage son.

also available:

Knitted Animal Hats
ISBN: 978-1-908862-54-9
£12.99
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Rainbow Knits
Bring more fun into your life with rainbow-hued and multicoloured
knits. Rainbows are everywhere – in rainbow hair, rainbow toast and
rainbow knits. Whether you prefer the strong colours of the spectrum,
or more subtle shades, you will find something to suit you in this
collection of 20 patterns by leading designer Nicki Trench. There is a
cute rainbow-yoked baby cardigan, a striped tie for the man in your
life, multicoloured sweaters and accessories for you, and an
embroidered purse to make as a gift, plus other things to wear, for the
nursery, or to give to friends. There’s even a baby blanket in all the
colours of the rainbow, a lovely gift for a new arrival.
• Rainbows are everywhere, from socks to sweaters.
• Nicki Trench is a bestselling knitting and crochet author: Cute & Easy
Crochet (ISBN 978-1-907563-06-5) has sold over 125,000 copies.

Craft

• Patterns range from simple knits for beginners to projects for the
more experienced knitter.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-564-2
96 pages I 100 colour photographs &
30 colour artworks I 235 x 216 mm
£12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 32
Publication: March 2018

9

781782 495642

NICKI TRENCH
is a bestselling author, crafter and
vegetable grower. She teaches, lectures
and writes features on knitting, crochet,
sewing, cake decorating and hen keeping.
Her books include Cute & Easy Little Knits,
Hygge Knits, Cute and Easy Crocheted
Cosies, Crochet Basics, Cute & Easy
Crochet, and Cute and Easy Crochet with
Flowers, all published by CICO Books. Visit
her website at www.nickitrench.com. She is
based near Lewes, East Sussex.

also available:

Hygge Knits
ISBN: 978-1-78249-478-2
£12.99
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Loom Knitting
Transform your home and make unique gifts using a knitting loom.
Using Lucy Hopping's helpful instructions, you will master the
techniques in no time. Start with Colourful Gifts and make a cute
pineapple keyring, a twisted headband and stylish French-knitted
necklaces that would make lovely gifts. Once you feel a bit more
confident, move on to Bags & Cases and try making a unique backpack
with bright pompoms, an expanding shopper or a handy tablet case. In
For Kids there are exciting things to make and give, including the sweet
finger puppets, a knitted doll and kitten socks. Finally, in Home
Accessories there are fun ideas that will liven up your décor – whip up
a patchwork pillow, a trendy pouffe, lampshades and much more. There
is something for everyone, and the projects even include ideas for
variations so you can match your decorations to your home and
personalise your gifts.
• Loom knitting is a great craft for beginners – you can start small and
build your confidence as you go.
• Clear, informative artworks guide you every step of the way.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-557-4
128 pages I 250 colour photographs &
illustrations I 276 x 208 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 26
Publication: March 2018

9

Craft

• The majority of these projects take very little time and can be made
with less than one ball of yarn. Looms for this variation of knitting are
widely available in craft shops and online.

781782 495574

LUCY HOPPING
is an Art and Craft Product Developer
in the toy industry and makes knitted,
macramé and crocheted products to sell
at local craft fairs and via online craft
websites. She is the author of String Craft
and Macramé Jewelry and Accessories,
and co-author of Handmade Glamping, all
published by CICO Books. She lives in
Burscough, Lancashire.

also available:

Arm & Finger Knitting
ISBN: 978-1-78249-208-5
£12.99
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201 Knitting Motifs, Blocks, Projects, and Ideas
Learn how to knit all manner of motifs and stitch patterns with this inspiring guide.
Nicki Trench covers a vast range of designs for both beginners and more experienced
knitters. The first section, Blocks, covers everything from Textured Motifs, Cables and
Ribbing, to Lace, Stripes & Color, Intarsia, Fair Isle, Ripples, Embroidery and more – so
you will always have a stitch at hand for any project you may have! The next section,
Projects, gives you an opportunity to try out some of these amazing stitches in over 50
patterns. You’ll be able to make items such as a Lace Bed Throw, a Ripple Mug Cosy, a
Cable Hot Water Bottle, a Bee Mobile, Fingerless Gloves, Floral Bunting and many
others. There is also advice for designing your own makes, so you can treat the motifs
as a jumping-off point. Finally, the section on Basic Techniques offers an excellent
step-by-step, illustrated guide so that no stitch will be beyond your ability.
• 201 Knitted Motifs... is the must-have bible for anyone who wants to knit.
• According to surveys, there are more than 7.3 million knitters in the UK.

Craft

NEW EDITION
ISBN: 978-1-78249-571-0
176 pages I 300 colour photographs
& 50 colour charts I 276 x 208 mm
£12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: January 2018
Rights sold: CN
9

NICKI TRENCH
is one of the leading figures in the revival
and promotion of home crafts. Her books
include Hygge Knits, Cute and Easy Little
Knits, Cute and Easy Crocheted Cosies,
Crochet Basics, Cute & Easy Crochet, Cute
and Easy Crochet with Flowers and A
Passion for Quilting, all published by CICO
Books. Visit her website at nickitrench.com.
She is based in East Sussex.

781782 495710

201 Crochet Motifs, Blocks,
Projects and Ideas
Packed with ideas to get you going, 201 Crochet Motifs... is an essential reference book
for every crocheter. The first chapter, Motifs, covers everything from the simplest
crosses and spirals to geometric shapes and lacy patterns. Use them to make up your
own bags, throws, scarves and cushions, designed just as you choose, or follow one of
Melody’s foolproof patterns in The Projects. With over 50 projects to choose from
there’ll be something for everyone to make, whether that is a butterfly brooch, holly
greetings cards or an openwork afghan. Each motif is displayed as a colour photograph
next to easy-to-follow instructions, with stitch diagrams for more complex motifs.
Finally, The Techniques offers further explanation and guidance so that no stitch is
beyond your ability.
• Crochet is a fashionable hobby as traditional crafts continue to rise in popularity.
• Packed with 150 motifs, 20 projects and 31 variations and ideas, as well as patterns,
sketches and instructions for every item.
MELODY GRIFFITHS
commissioned and designed garments and
accessories for women’s magazines and
worldwide yarn manufacturers for over 20
years. As well as designing, she worked as
a knitting editor and is the author of
Crocheted Throws & Wraps, Crochet
in No Time, and Knitting in No Time.

NEW EDITION
ISBN: 978-1-78249-572-7
144 pages I 200 colour photographs &
50 black-and-white charts I 276 x 208 mm
£12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: January 2018
Rights sold: EE, CN, FI, PL
9

781782 495727
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Learn to Crochet Granny Squares &
Flower Motifs
With full instructions in all the techniques you will need at the start,
followed by 25 lovely patterns to put your newly-learned skills to use,
Learn to Crochet Granny Squares & Flower Motifs is the perfect book
for crocheters who want to expand their repertoire. The repetition of
stitches and patterns within granny squares is perfect for mastering the
basics, and the squares can then be made up into all sorts of useful
and beautiful things, from scarves and blankets to bags and cushion
covers. Once you’ve got the hang of squares, branch out into hexagons
and triangles, and then into flower motifs – the combinations of shape,
colour and pattern are almost endless. Best of all, you can use up all
sorts of yarn from your stash as you practise until your squares are
perfect.
• Follows Learn to Crochet (ISBN 978-1-78249-431-7) also by
Nicki Trench.
• Nicki Trench is a bestselling knitting and crochet author: Cute &
Easy Crochet (978-1-907563-06-5) has sold over 125,000 copies.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-567-3
96 pages I 80 colour photographs &
80 colour artworks I 276 x 208 mm
£9.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 40
Publication: February 2018

9

Craft

• Granny squares are perennially popular with crocheters and are a
great starting point for beginners.

781782 495673

NICKI TRENCH
is a bestselling author, crafter and
vegetable grower. She teaches, lectures
and writes features on knitting, crochet,
sewing, cake decorating and hen keeping.
Her books include Learn to Crochet,
Crocheted Scarves and Cowls, Cute and
Easy Crocheted Cosies, Crochet Basics,
Cute & Easy Crochet and Cute and Easy
Crochet with Flowers, all published by
CICO Books. Visit her website at www.
nickitrench.com. Nicki is based near Lewes,
East Sussex.

also available:

Crocheted Animal Hats
ISBN: 978-1-78249-427-0
£12.99
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The Seed Bead Book
Make your own fashion-forward seed bead jewellery with this colourful
guide for over 35 projects. Beading beginners will find the instructions
easy to follow and will quickly become confident with the weaving and
wirework techniques that form the basis of the projects. With over 35
inspiring projects to try, including lots of variations, you can match your
outfit and your mood. Start with the wrap-around necklace and the
heart pin, expand your new skills with the fringed bracelet and tassel
earrings, then take a step into wirework with the snowflake earrings
and lace bracelet. Every project builds on what you have learned in the
techniques section and shows you how you can use your creativity in a
new way. There are also more challenging projects for the beading
expert, so why not try the charm bracelet and ring and see where your
beads take you.
• Beaded and tasselled earrings and chokers are a huge trend – make
your own at a fraction of the price you would pay in-store
• This new edition includes 10 new projects and variations and an
updated techniques section

Craft

• Beading is an inexpensive craft – the specialist tools are kept to a
minimum and a small amount of beads can go a long way.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-556-7
128 pages I 200 colour photographs
276 x 208 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 26
Publication: May 2018
Rights sold: RU
9

781782 495567

KATE HAXELL
is an experienced craft editor and author.
She has written a wide range of craft and
design books, including Sew-licious Little
Things, Super-cute Pincushions and
Sewlicious, all published by CICO Books.
Visit her website at www.katehaxell.co.uk.
She lives in south London.

also available:

Macramé Jewelry & Accessories
ISBN: 978-1-78249-320-4
£12.99
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Smart Phone Smart Photography
Maximize your potential to get the shots you want with this guide to
photography for both Apple and Android phones. There’s a saying in the
photography world that the best camera for the job is the one you have with
you when a photo opportunity arises. Thanks to the boom in camera-phone
technology, today we’re lucky enough to have a camera to hand to capture all
those incredible moments. But are you making the most of that powerful tool
in your pocket? If you want to shoot incredible images with your phone, buy
Smart Phone Smart Photography. Jo Bradford covers simple techniques that
will allow you to get the image that you see every single time, so you will soon
be telling your camera what to do with confidence. Starting with The Big
Picture, get to know your camera phone and the rules behind taking the
perfect shot. Next follows a chapter on Taking Great Pictures, where the key
disciplines of photography – portrait, abstraction, macro, still life and plenty
more – are examined, with each section packed with tips to help you get the
shots you want. Finally, the Post-production chapter explains how to use apps
to edit and enhance your images and create incredible prints for display. This
book will help you to take amazing portraits, record nature at its most
stunning, capture a night out, shoot street scenes, snap mouth-watering food
pics and much more

9

• The easy-to-follow advice explains all aspects of phone photography in the
simplest way possible – from exposure theory through to high-quality prints.
• With over 1.5 billion smartphones sold in 2016 alone, the number of people
able to take pictures with their phones is incredible.

Craft

ISBN: 978-1-78249-562-8
144 pages I 200 colour photographs
235 x 190 mm I £12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 30
Publication: April 2018

781782 495628

JO BRADFORD
is a practising artist and photographer who
also offers tuition and group workshops in
smartphone photography and image
editing. Jo also travels widely for public
speaking engagements and to participate
in seminars about photography. Jo’s
Instagram profile @greenislandstudios,
where she exhibits her smartphone
photography, has over 45,000 followers.
She is based in Dartmoor.

also available:

Folded Book Art
ISBN: 978-1-78249-415-7
£14.99
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Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

Mandalas & Meditations for Everyday Living
Embark upon your own path to power and inner-peace with these 52 beautiful
and inspirational mandalas. Mandalas are symbols of the cosmos and, as
expert Cassandra Lorius explains, they are also a map towards a spiritual
heart. The circle itself represents the entire universe but the centre of the
mandala is often where the focus of the image lies. Cassandra will help you
find a mandala to suit your day and will help you to meditate upon the topic
or meaning at the centre of your mandala. Beginning with an introduction that
will take you through the origins of the mandala, Mandalas & Meditations...
will show you how to meditate with mandalas, what methods of contemplation
to use, and how to make your own personalised mandala. This handy, pocketsized compendium also contains 52 gorgeously illustrated mandalas that will
suit every thought, emotion and ambition that may require reflection.
• Contains 52 beautiful mandalas, one for every week of the year.
• An accessible introduction to the vibrant world of mandalas, visualisation
and meditation.
• Contains handy tips and advice about how to make the most out of your
meditative experience.

NEW IN PAPERBACK
ISBN: 978-1-78249-575-8
144 pages I 100 colour artworks I 235 x 190 mm
£12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 30
Publication: April 2018
Rights sold: FR, IT
9

781782 495758

CASSANDRA LORIUS
is the best-selling author of Tantric Sex,
and three other titles on the subject. She
has been involved in healing for over 25
years, and works as a couples therapist
(emotionalhealing.co.uk). Cassandra has
studied Egyptian dance, trained in Tantra,
and spent many years involved in
meditation, including time in Cairo with a
Sufi meditation group. Her interests include
dancing, painting and meditation. She lives
in London with her family.

also available:

A Year of Living Mindfully
ISBN: 978-1-78249-302-0
£12.99
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Mindful Beads

• Beautifully presented guide to meaningful beads from a variety of cultures.
• Mala beads are hugely popular in yoga circles.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-561-1
128 pages I 40 colour photographs & 25
colour artworks I 235 x 190 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 30
Publication: March 2018

9

• Meditation and mindfulness continue to be huge trends as people look for
ways to find deeper meaning in life.
• Includes 20 projects to string your own bracelets and necklaces.

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

Explore the meanings and symbolism of beads from around the world, and
make your own beads. Strings of beads are universal to all peoples and
beliefs. They’re given many names – mala, rosary, masbaha, komboloi, prayer
beads – but no matter the culture or context, they’re a tangible symbol of
connection to our memories, our hopes, our loves and our best selves. Beads
can tell a story, and can inspire us, celebrate someone or something we love,
or help us work through a difficulty. Beads can be made from wood, clay,
crystals, bone, shell, glass, metal, plastic, paper and much more – even coins,
buttons, seeds and pasta. And the meanings are as varied as the materials.
It’s not so much what beads you string but why and how you string them.
There’s symbolism in the type, number, materials and source of the beads and
the words that go with them – mantras, prayers, promises, affirmations and
meditations. Alice Peck helps you explore all of this and go further, learning
where to find beads and how to make them, instil them with significance, and
incorporate that meaning, protection and promise into your life.

781782 495611

ALICE PECK
is an author and editor living with her
family in Brooklyn, New York. Alice likes to
think and write about finding the sacred in
the ordinary, and is the author of Be More
Tree and The Secret Language of Herbs,
both published by CICO Books, as well as
numerous book reviews and articles. Find
out more at www.alicepeck.com.

also available:

Origami for Mindfulness
ISBN: 978-1-78249-405-8
£12.99
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The Dragon Tarot
The mysteries of the tarot and the legend of dragons come together in
this stunning box set, including a full tarot deck and 64-page guidebook.
Majestic in its power, the dragon in Western culture appears in myth
and legend as the jealous guardian of a treasure hoard – epitomized by
J.R.R. Tolkien’s Smaug, and seen more recently in J.K. Rowling’s Harry
Potter series and George R.R. Martin’s Game of Thrones series. But that
is not the whole story – dragons are complex creatures, and the beast is
usually credited with cunning and often the power of speech – it is not
just a brutal, terrifying monster. Although occasionally hostile, as when
an earth dragon stirs and human cities crumble, there is no personal
malice. Dragons simply operate by different laws that do not always
place our interest at their centre. Understanding those laws and adapting
to accommodate them is one path to wisdom. This is the spirit in
which dragons inspire this tarot. This traditional 78-card deck
contains fire-breathing dragons, winged dragons of
the air, sea serpents and earth dwellers who will reveal
to you the secrets of the past, the possibilities of the
present and all the potential of the future.
• Dragonology is a hugely popular subject which, combined with the
appeal of tarot, makes The Dragon Tarot the perfect gift.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-585-7
Boxed set with 78 colour cards & 64-page
paperback book (160 x 135 mm) with 78
colour artworks I Box: 169 x 144 x 38 mm
£14.99
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: February 2018

9

• George R.R. Martin’s Song of Ice and Fire series and the subsequent
Game of Thrones TV dramatization have ensured the popularity of dragons
with a new generation.
• Specially commissioned artworks by Roger and Linda Garland.

781782 495857

NIGEL SUCKLING
is a respected author writing in the mind,
body and spirit and fantasy art fields.
His books include those on angels,
werewolves, fairies, vampires, witches
and unicorns, and he is the author of
CICO’s Fallen Angel Oracle Cards. He
lives in Kent.

also available:

The Golden Tarot
ISBN: 978-1-906094-86-7
£14.99
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Mermaids & Dolphins

• Taps into the current trend for mythical creatures. Unicorn and
mermaid styles are very widely searched.
• Horoscopes, tarot cards and other methods of divination
remain hugely popular.
• Oceanic Tarot (ISBN 978-1-78249-339-6), a comparable title,
has been very successful and has sold over 10,500 copies.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-607-6
Boxed set with 52 colour cards & 64-page
paperback book (160 x 135 mm) with 52
colour artworks I Box: 169 x 144 x 38 mm
£14.99
Carton quantity: 20
Publication: June 2018
Rights sold: DE, FR
9

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

Discover your future with these stunning and magical cards inspired by
mermaids and dolphins. Gillian Kemp shows you how to divine your fate
with these 52 beautiful cards expressing the magic of two of the ocean’s
most beguiling creatures – the mermaid and the dolphin. The mermaid,
mistress of fateful beauty and queen of her realm, will command your
attention as she divulges her knowledge of the unknown. While the
dolphin, an ancient symbol of healing and salvation, will appear to you
with other creatures of the seas to bring you gifts of light and learning.
Together, the mermaid and dolphin rule the ocean and together they will
help to reveal the hidden depths of your destiny. Choose a card each day
as an affirmation, or try one of the ten layouts shown within the illustrated
book to foretell the future and connect with your deepest desires.

781782 496076

GILLIAN KEMP
is a best-selling author and clairvoyant who
can prophesy the future using astrology,
tarot cards, playing cards, crystal balls,
palmistry, tea-leaves, flowers and dreams.
Gillian was taught the craft by her mother,
who is also a clairvoyant. Gillian’s books
and packs have been popular in many
countries including the UK, US, Canada,
Germany, Austria, Spain, Italy, France and
Japan among many others.

also available:

The Angel Tarot
ISBN: 978-1-78249-473-7
£14.99
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Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

365 Mindful Meditations & Mantras for
Busy Mothers
Mindfulness is a powerful practice that can help you navigate the ups and downs
of motherhood, and help you be the mother – and the YOU – that you want to
be. Mindfulness is our ability to attend to the present moment, with curiosity and
without judgement. It is a powerful tool that transforms how you relate to your
own life and how you engage with the world. There is a growing body of research
out there that tells us that when mothers practise mindfulness they experience
less stress and anxiety, build stronger relationships with their children and feel
less overwhelmed by the demands of motherhood. Their children experience
less stress and anxiety, too. In this beautifully illustrated book, mindfulness
expert Sarah Rudell Beach introduces the basics of mindfulness and then
offers a collection of meditations and mantras. From dealing with tantrums and
your patience being tested to making time for yourself and practising selfcompassion, you’ll discover how a mindful approach can lead to greater calm,
balance and ease in your daily life.
• A meditation for every day of the year.
• Studies appear to show that mindful parenting is linked to more positive
behaviour in children – meaning less anxiety, depression and acting out.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-612-0
160 pages (wood-free paper) I 100 colour
photographs I 210 x 170 mm I £9.99
hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: May 2018

9

• Mindfulness continues to be a best-selling topic in books: The Little Pocket
Book of Mindfulness (ISBN 978-1-78249-203-0) has sold 77,500 copies.

781782 496120

SARAH RUDELL BEACH
became a mother in 2006, embarking on a
powerful journey in both motherhood and
mindfulness. She has had a personal
mindfulness practice for many years now,
holds a master’s degree in education, and
is a Mindful Schools Certified Instructor. As
the executive director of Brilliant
Mindfulness, she teaches mindfulness
courses to children, teens and adults. She
also has 17 years of experience as a high
school teacher. Sarah writes about
mindfulness and healthy living for the
Huffington Post, and on her blog, Left Brain
Buddha. She lives in Minnesota, USA, with
her husband and two children.

also available:

A Year of Living Happily
ISBN: 978-1-78249-477-5
£12.99
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Flower Essences for Well-being

• Includes an A to Z Symptom Finder – a directory of over 150 ailments, from
anxiety to headaches, insomnia to weight issues.
• Profiles more than 150 flower essences, all readily available.
• Essence recommendations for adults, children, and animals.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-605-2
144 pages I 300 colour photographs & artworks
235 x 190 mm I £12.99 I paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 30
Publication: May 2018
Rights sold: EE, FR, RU
9

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

Flower essences are natural remedies that heal by rebalancing mind, body
and spirit. Made by floating flowers in spring water in the light of the sun or
moon, essences work by raising our vibrational energy to the perfect pitch of
a flower. Taking a flower essence is like making your body hum to the tune of
nature. Flower Essences for Well-being, by healer and flower essence pioneer
Barbara Olive, profiles more than 150 readily available flower and tree
essences and explains how using them is so simple – placing a few drops
under the tongue or in a bath, or misting your personal space, is all you need
do to begin your journey towards better health. The A to Z Symptom Finder,
based on Barbara’s extensive practical experience, features a host of flower
essences for both physical and emotional healing. With this beautiful guide,
you will benefit from the perfect energy at the heart of every flower.

781782 496052

BARBARA OLIVE
is a pioneer in the field of flower-essence
healing. She advised hundreds of clients
each year at Essence World, the clinic and
shop she founded in Eton, England. She is
the director of BodyLink Essences, her own
essence brand, and pioneered Intuits™, a
system that helps a client intuitively select
essences. Barbara often makes
personalised flower-essence prescriptions
or, as she describes her remedies, ‘liquid
vibrational medicine’. She now lives in
Sydney, Australia.

also available:

Holistic Aromatherapy
ISBN: 978-1-78249-441-6
£12.99
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The Magical Home
From step-by-step instructions for divine decluttering to ‘pagan feng shui’
for every room, Cerridwen Greenleaf’s guide to a happy home is essential
reading for anyone who wants to live the good life. Replete with easy ideas for
a charmed life, this gorgeously illustrated book teaches you how to increase
your happiness quotient at home. Learn how you can make an effortless
herbal prosperity potpourri and which crystals will create harmonious
vibrations and improve relationships. Delight in healthier options for the whole
household with DIY herbal cleansers that reduce toxins in your personal space
and ensure your home is always filled with good energy. Create your own
magical pantry and ensure your sleeping space is a true sanctuary with spells
and scents. As instructive as it is inspiring, The Magical Home is a go-to guide
for anyone who wants to live an enchanted life.
• According to the 2011 census, there are 53,172 pagans, or people who
believe in something other than a conventional god, in the UK (Daily Mail,
September 2015).
• Witchfest International 2015, held in Croydon, attracted 3,000 people from
across the UK and saw ticket sales rise by 150% on the previous year.
ISBN: 978-1-78249-604-5
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 100 colour
artworks I 235 x 190 mm I £12.99
paperback with flaps
Carton quantity: 30
Publication: May 2018

9

• Cerridwen Greenleaf is a best-selling author.

781782 496045

CERRIDWEN GREENLEAF
has worked with many of the leading lights
of the Wiccan world including Starhawk, Z
Budapest, John Michael Greer, Christopher
Penczak, Raymond Buckland, Luisah Teish
and many more. She has led ritual and
magic workshops throughout North
America, including workshops on house
magic. Cerridwen’s graduate work in
medieval studies has given her deep
insight into ancient spells, making her work
unique in the field. Her Witches’ Spell Book
series has sold over 100,000 copies. Author
of the highly popular The Book of Kitchen
Witchery (CICO Books), she blogs regularly
at yourmagicalhome.blogspot.com. She
lives in California, USA.

also available:

The Book of Kitchen Witchery
ISBN: 978-1-78249-372-3
£12.99
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The Green Wiccan Year

• Includes spells, rituals, recipes, magical herbs, witchy meditations and
activities for the whole Wiccan year.
• Try out the spells, record your observations and create your own
reference work to look back on for years to come.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-629-8
144 pages (on wood-free paper with 8 dividers &
pockets) I 100 colour artworks I 244 x 169 mm
rrp £14.99 inc. VAT, trade price £12.49 I hardback,
concealed spiral binding, elastic closure band
Carton quantity: 30
Publication: June 2018

9

Health, Mind, Body & Spirit

Celebrate The Green Wiccan Year with this beautifully illustrated guide
and enhance your life with spells, rituals and teachings that will encourage
you to live a greener, more eco-friendly lifestyle. Beginning with Yule and
the Winter Solstice, celebrating the birth of the Sun God, on the 21st of
December, all 8 festivals of the Wiccan calendar are included: Imbolc,
Ostara, Beltaine, Litha, Lughnasa, Mabon and Samhain, the Witches’
New Year. For each occasion, Silja explains all the associated traditions,
symbols and rituals, such as the yule log, the origins of spring cleaning
and the importance of the sun and moon. There are also additional spells,
meditations and quotes throughout the journal – ranging from ways to
boost your energy and your income to help finding a partner and making
your dreams come true – plus plenty of room to keep a daily record of your
Wiccan experiences, notes and reminders.

781782 496298

SILJA
writes the highly popular ‘Herbal Magic’
column for Soul & Spirit magazine and
feature articles for Spirit and Destiny
magazine. As a Wiccan High Priestess, she
has led a Celtic training coven in Ireland,
where she grew up loving the outdoors
and the forest near her rural home. She is
the author of The Green Wiccan Herbal
and The Green Wiccan Book of Shadows,
both published by CICO Books. She
divides her time between Dublin, Ireland
and Arkansas, USA.

also available:

The Green Wiccan Herbal
ISBN: 978-1-78249-396-9
£12.99
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Gift & Humour

Natural Beauty Masks
Caroline Artiss presents homemade masks, packs, scrubs and lotions that will
leave you radiant and nourished from top to toe. In Face Masks, learn how to
make an Avocado and Banana Face Mask using ingredients that are packed with
potassium and vitamins A, C and E – perfect for achieving healthy, glowing skin
and keeping skin moisturized and plump. Next, Body Scrubs features a Mocha
Body Bliss, an invigorating scrub made from coffee grounds, cocoa powder,
sugar and coconut oil which not only gently exfoliates but also softens the skin
and restores moisture. From the Hair Masks chapter, try Caroline’s Rosemary
and Coconut Hot Oil Hair Treatment on thin, lifeless hair. The stimulating effects
of rosemary oil help increase blood circulation which encourages hair to grow
thicker and stronger and its antibacterial and anti-inflammatory properties help
keep the scalp healthy. Further chapters include Hands & Nails, Foot Treatments,
Eye Treatments and Lip Remedies. From tired, puffy eyes to sun-damaged skin
there’s a natural treatment or mask here to meet all your beauty needs.
• The current cult trend and surrounding hype about Korean beauty products
has driven a rise in interest in face masks in particular.
ISBN: 978-1-84975-942-7
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 80 colour
photographs I 210 x 170 mm I £9.99
hardback
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: April 2018

• Non-toxic, natural products provide an alternative to mass-market beauty
products, which often contain potentially allergenic or harmful ingredients, such
as preservatives and artificial colour.
• From nourishing avocado and glow-enhancing strawberries, to stimulating
coffee and mineral-rich spirulina – learn how to use nature’s most potent
superfoods to create effective and affordable beauty treatments at home.

51495
9

781849 759427

CAROLINE ARTISS
is a chef and co-owner of The Gorgeous
Kitchen restaurant in Heathrow Airport, and
the daughter of an accomplished
beautician and aromatherapist who ran her
own clinic. Caroline presents a popular
YouTube cooking show and is a top Food
Vlogger. She regularly collaborates with
other celebrity chefs including Jamie Oliver
and Sophie Mitchell and presents several
cooking shows on food and travel mobile
video network Tastemade. Born in London,
she now lives in Santa Monica. She likes to
combine her interest in both food and
beauty and is the author of Beauty Foods,
also published by Ryland Peters & Small.

also available:

The Little Pocket Book of
Natural Beauty
ISBN: 978-1-78249-530-7
£9.99
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The Secret Language of Herbs
Divided into four chapters – Healing & Hope, Love & Joy, Grace & Gratitude and Ritual &
Promise – this gorgeous book introduces the reader to 55 herbs and their lore and language.
Each herb includes a little history about it, the keywords associated with it, and what it means
if that one’s your favourite. All the herbs you know are here, from lavender to basil, rosemary
to parsley, but also ones you may be less familiar with, such as wintergreen, Solomon’s seal
and loosestrife. Filled with stunning illustrations, this collection of meaning and legend, history
and magic, and healing and practical uses will deepen your understanding and delight in
herbs and perhaps uncover something new about you, too.
• Companion to The Secret Language of Flowers (ISBN 978-1-78249-205-4).
• Stunning illustrations by Sarah Perkins.
• The perfect gift for anyone who loves herbs, plants or flowers.

Gift & Humour

ISBN: 978-1-78249-559-8
128 pages I 55 colour artworks
186 x 123 mm I £9.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 52
Publication: February 2018

9

781782 495598

ALICE PECK
is an author and editor living with her
family in Brooklyn, New York. She likes to
think and write about finding the sacred in
the ordinary, and is the author of Be More
Tree and Mindful Beads, published by
CICO Books, as well as numerous book
reviews and articles. Find out more at
www.alicepeck.com.

also available:

The Secret Language of Flowers
ISBN: 978-1-78249-205-4
£9.99
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A Bun in the Oven
Complete with a handy stand, A Bun in the Oven lets you flip the pages over
each week to see how your very own ‘bun in the oven’ grows and develops.
At 6 weeks, your baby is the size of a ladybird, but by 32 weeks he or she has
become the size of a hot water bottle! With handy tips and interesting facts (did
you know that at 25 weeks, your baby’s hair starts to grow, and yours may well
look fuller and shinier at this point?), this is a wonderful gift for any mum-to-be.
• While there are week-by-week apps to track your baby’s progress, this
provides a tangible and fun way to learn more and enjoy the experience.
• Ideal self-purchase or gift.
• You can stand the book on your desk.

Gift & Humour

• Features quirky illustrations by Hannah Hunter-Kelm.

ISBN: 978-1-78249-558-1
80 pages I 40 colour artworks I 172 x 168 mm
£9.99 I paperback, concealed wire, flip-top,
stand-up format
Carton quantity: 30
Publication: February 2018

9

781782 495581

HANNAH HUNTER-KELM
is a freelance illustrator/printmaker and
part-time printmaking instructor at Leeds
Arts University. She lives in Leeds with her
husband, Jonny and son, Jago.

also available:

My Pregnancy Journal
ISBN: 978-1-84172-435-5
£14.99 (rrp inc. VAT)
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Empowering Mantras for Awesome Women
Channel your inner wonder woman with these empowering mantras and quotes. This
fantastic collection of wise and powerful words is a must-have for any 21st-century
woman. Whether you want a reminder of your worth, a boost toward smashing
boundaries and glass ceilings, or simply a hit of positivity, you’ll find your inspiration
here. Examples include: ‘Inhale confidence, exhale doubt’; ‘Little girls with dreams
become women with vision’; ‘Nevertheless, she persisted’; ‘No one can make you feel
inferior without your consent’.
• Part of CICO’s successful Mantras series, which includes Morning Mantras (ISBN
978-1-78249-340-2) and Evening Mantras (ISBN 978-1-78249-539-0).

9

• On Instagram, #strongwomen links to 3.2 million posts and #womenempowerment
links to 1.1 million posts.

781782 495666

Gift & Humour

ISBN: 978-1-78249-566-6
144 pages (wood-free paper)
100 colour photographs
146 x 146 mm I £7.99 I paperback
with rounded corners
Carton quantity: 60
Publication: February 2018

• Female empowerment continues to grow as a theme in culture and life, as seen by
the increased prominence of International Women’s Day and the success of books such
as Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In.

also available:

Morning Mantras
ISBN: 978-1-78249-340-2
£9.99
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I Heart You

Gift & Humour

Discover inspirational quotes and pearls of wisdom to open yourself to love with I Heart
You. This fantastic collection of wise and powerful words, with beautiful contemporary
photos, is a great gift for anyone, or just a delightful reminder to yourself to appreciate
the love in your own life. From the funny to the charming, the emotional to the
enlightened, there is something here to suit everyone, even love cynics. Here are a
couple of examples of the wise and timeless words you will find: ‘We’ve got this gift
of love, but love is like a precious plant. You can’t just accept it and leave it in the
cupboard or just think it’s going to get on by itself. You’ve got to keep watering it.
You’ve got to really look after it and nurture it.’ (John Lennon); and ‘Love conquers
all things: let us, too, give in to love’ (Virgil).

ISBN: 978-1-78249-589-5
128 pages (wood-free paper)
100 colour photographs
146 x 146 mm I £6.99 I paperback
with rounded corners
Carton quantity: 60
Publication: January 2018
9

• Taps into the trend for posting inspirational quotes on social media such as
Instagram and Facebook – for example, as of July 2017, #quotes links to over 41
million posts, #quotestoliveby links to over 4 million posts and #inspirationalquotes
links to 4.5 million posts.
• An on-trend gift for Valentine’s day, with cool Instagram-style photos.
• Celebrities are a fan of this trend, too, posting quotes which are then reposted by
their followers.

781782 495895

Adr ian Henr i (1932–2000)

also available:

The Little Pocket Book of
Kindness
ISBN: 978-1-78249-465-2
£9.99
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My Cool, Awesome, Incredible, Fun, Rad Dad
All dads are different, but all are cool in their own way… Or at least they like to think they
are! My Cool...Dad is a celebration of all the funny/awesome/embarrassing/things that
dads love to do with their kids, and that kids love to do with their dads. Whether it’s playing
videogames together, going on a camping trip, an afternoon spent baking cookies, or being
the subject of a beauty makeover, the charming and playful illustrations make the perfect gift
for your cool dad.
• The perfect gift for Father’s Day.
• With over 25 dads illustrated, which one are you: the one who can fix anything, the movie
buff, the baker, or the petrol head?

Gift & Humour

ISBN: 978-1-911026-51-8
64 pages I 30 colour illustrations
186 x 123 mm I £7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 76
Publication: May 2018

9

781911 026518

RUS HUDDA
is creator of the brilliant Eat, Sleep, Sniff,
a series of diary comics about his life with
his cat, Tali. He is also the author of Cool
Cats and Fashion Felines and the popular
Cats Dressed As Geeks series, and is the
in-house illustrator for Cats Protection. He
is based in south east England.

also available:

Cool Cats and Fashion Felines
ISBN: 978-1-911026-05-1
£9.99
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I Am Unicorn
Discover the magical world of unicorns! Kirsten Riddle takes you on a spellbinding journey to
better understand these mysterious creatures so you can live your life with energy and spirit.
Captivating and timeless, the legend of the unicorn has existed in folklore for centuries. I Am
Unicorn contains mythology, stories, spells, mantras, inspiring beauty tips, natural remedies,
and vibrant, colourful recipes including unicorn toast, breakfasts, vegan bowls and homemade
frozen yoghurt.
• The perfect gift for all women seeking some unicorn magic.
• Unicorns are more popular than ever: Google Trends confirms that there’s been a steady
rise in the search term ‘unicorn’ since 2012 and there are hundreds of thousands of unicorn
makeup tutorials on YouTube.

Gift & Humour

• Contains practical tips and advice, as well as beauty tutorials and recipes, making it easy for
anyone to inject a bit of sparkle into their lives!
ISBN: 978-1-78249-565-9
144 pages (wood-free paper)
200 colour photographs &
illustrations I 152 x 115 mm
£7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 60
Publication: February 2018

9

781782 495659

KIRSTEN RIDDLE
is a columnist for Soul and Spirit
magazine and Chat: It’s Fate. She also
writes regularly for Spirit and Destiny
and Take a Break: Fate and Fortune.
Kirsten is a creative practitioner and
storyteller with a particular interest in
folklore and looking at ancient practices
and bringing them up-to-date. She also
hosts sessions and workshops looking at
mind magic, tarot and stories as
self-development tools. She is the
author of Trickster Magic, Discovering
Signs & Symbols and The Beginner’s
Guide to Wicca, all published by CICO
Books. She lives in Nottingham.

also available:

The Little Pocket Book of
Happiness
ISBN: 978-1-78249-260-3
£9.99
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I Am Dragon
Kirsten Riddle introduces you to the inspirational world of dragons. From the Chinese dragon,
a symbol of auspicious power, to the Lindworm that appears in Norse mythology, dragons have
featured in legends, literature and on screen throughout the years and continue to fascinate
us. As well as teaching you about dragon folklore and magic, Kirsten explains how to ‘train
your own dragon’ – tap into your creativity and inner fire with easy rituals and visualizations
to express your true self and achieve your goals. She also describes how to become a Dragon
Queen, with guides on make-up, hair and fashion that all evoke the powerful spirit of dragons.
• Dragonology is a perennially popular subject in literature, with dragons featuring in J.R.R.
Tolkien’s The Hobbit, J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series, and George R.R. Martin’s Song of Ice
and Fire series.
• The immensely popular “Game of Thrones” TV dramatization of Song of Ice and Fire has
brought the majesty of dragons to life for a new generation.

9

• Includes beauty tutorials for dragon hair and makeup.

Gift & Humour

ISBN: 978-1-78249-603-8
144 pages (wood-free paper)
100 colour photographs &
artworks I 152 x 115 mm
£7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 60
Publication: May 2018

781782 496038

KIRSTEN RIDDLE
is a columnist for Soul and Spirit
magazine and Chat: It’s Fate. She also
writes regularly for Spirit and Destiny
and Take a Break: Fate and Fortune.
Kirsten is a creative practitioner and
storyteller with a particular interest in
folklore and looking at ancient practices
and bringing them up-to-date. She also
hosts sessions and workshops looking at
mind magic, tarot and stories as
self-development tools. She is the
author of Trickster Magic, Discovering
Signs & Symbols and The Beginner’s
Guide to Wicca, all published by CICO
Books. She lives in Nottingham.

also available:

The Little Pocket Book of
Meditation
ISBN: 978-1-78249-377-8
£9.99
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So You Think You’re a Bookworm?

Gift & Humour

From The Sobber and The Series Binger to The Scholar and The Sci-Fi Obsessive, read all
about over 20 different types of bookworm. Ever find yourself mainlining coffee at work in an
effort to stay awake after a late night with a page-turner you just couldn’t put down? Does
the thought of being stuck on a train/plane/bus without a book fill you with more existential
angst than a Camus novel? Were you too traumatized to leave your bed for days after finishing
The Time Traveler’s Wife? If any of these scenarios sound familiar, then chances are you’re a
book lover, but what kind of bibliophile are you? Perhaps you’re The Classicist, who consumes
Dickens, Austen, and Fitzgerald in the same way consumption consumed the Brontës. Or
maybe you’re The Adulterer type who never has less than four books on the go, or The Abuser,
whose “treat ’em mean” attitude leads to turned-down corners, broken spines, and waterdamaged pages. With over 20 hilarious bookworm profiles, you’re sure to spot a good few
character traits that any member of the literati will recognize.
• From fanfic and fantasy to book clubs and bonkbusters, read about all the things that make
the average bookworm tick.
ISBN: 978-1-911026-43-3
64 pages I 30 colour illustrations
186 x 123 mm I £7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 76
Publication: March 2018

9

• Includes a fun quiz to determine what type or reader you are, plus the 27 thoughts every
bookworm has when they step inside a bookstore.
• Part of the bestselling So You Think You’re A... series, which has sold over 20,000 copies.

781911 026433

JO HOARE
is a freelance journalist, former Style Editor
for heat magazine, and possessor of two
English Literature degrees. Other than
tearing through books, having disdain for
some of the more risible fashion and
lifestyle fads is pretty much her favorite
thing. Jo has written for The Debrief,
GRAZIA, AOL, and FHM, and her previous
books include So You Think You’re a
Millennial?, The Office: A Survival Guide,
and Festivals: A Survival Guide. She is
based in London.

also available:

So You Think You’re a Millennial?
ISBN: 978-1-911026-13-6
£9.99
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So You Think You’re a Foodie?
Alexandra Parsons takes an irreverent look at those among us who take what they eat just
a touch too seriously. With 50 entries examining some of the foodie’s ultimate icons, it’s the
perfect way to understand those who strive for the tastiest, most exclusive, most sophisticated
gastronomic experiences around. In other words, show-offs with nothing better to do than
bleat about how much they love to eat! Each entry covers an aspect of a foodie’s life: from
the coveting of virgins – olive oil, of course – and the books they read through to travelling to
the dingiest places in search of a truly authentic, locals-only experience – usually McDonald’s
– and the names they call their kids. So if you’ve ever wondered what your partner, friend
or sibling sees in spending hours trudging through muddy fields on a quest for an elusive
mushroom when they could have just gone to the supermarket, or are bemused by their
insistence on trying offal at every opportunity rather than sticking to steak, then these wise
words provide sensible answers.
• The ideal gift for the foodie in your life.

9

• Complete with hilarious cartoon illustrations by Lord Dunsby.

781911 026457

ALEXANDRA PARSONS
is an author, editor and life-long foodie.
Her career in food began with a catering
business before moving to North Wales to
devise dishes, cook and wash up at an
eccentric family-run restaurant. A career in
the publishing industry followed, authoring
and editing books on everything from
breakfasts to interiors. Alexandra is based
in south London.

Gift & Humour

ISBN: 978-1-911026-45-7
128 pages I 50 colour illustrations
186 x 123 mm I £9.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 52
Publication: February 2018

• Examines in the most entertaining way possible the reasons why foodies go weak at the
knees for stinking cheeses, thimblefuls of vinegars that cost more than the finest champagne,
and cuts of meat even your dog would turn his nose up at.

also available:

So You Think You’re a Hipster?
ISBN: 978-1-911026-17-4
£9.99
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Gym Junkies

Gift & Humour

If you think there are only two types of people that frequent the gym – body builders and you
– think again. The Serena Williams Grunter, The Enabler, The Mothers on the Run, The ‘But
First, Let Me Take a Selfie’ Girl, these are just a few of the characters you might encounter
during your post-work work out… But which gym bunny are you? Perhaps you’re the Disco
Devotee, so caught up in the Beyoncé blasting out from their Beats headphones that a
misplaced dance move takes out the person waiting patiently behind you for a turn of the
cross trainer. Or maybe you’ve got plenty in common with the Hoarder, a quasi-Neanderthal
usually found holed up in a corner with every single kettle bell scattered under his feet like
a pile of spat out bones. With over 25 hilarious entries covering everything from gym style
to gym etiquette, anyone who’s ever signed up for a spin class or benched their own body
weight will recognise the Lycra-clad cardio queens and protein-shake chugging posers
profiled in Gym Junkies.
• From the bros beasting it to get bulky to the newbie struggling to turn on the treadmill, read
these hilarious descriptions of the different types of gym lover.
ISBN: 978-1-911026-50-1
64 pages I 30 colour illustrations
186 x 123 mm I £7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 76
Publication: June 2018

9

• According to the 2017 State of the UK Fitness Industry Report, nearly 10 million fitness
members in the UK, and the market value of the fitness industry will soon reach £5 billion.
• Part of the bestselling So You Think You’re A... series, which has sold over 20,000 copies.

781911 026501

SIMON GLAZIN
is a freelance journalist and award-winning
fashion blogger. If he’s not talking clothes
and fashion fads, he’ll be critiquing
exercise trends on the Mail Online. Simon
has written for YOU magazine, The Sunday
Times Style, Huffington Post and Glamour
magazine. Simon is based in Hertfordshire.

also available:

The Office: A Survival Guide
ISBN: 978-1-909313-76-7
£9.99
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Foodie City Breaks: Europe
Foodie City Breaks: Europe is a gourmet, bite-sized guide to 25 of the best
cities in Europe for foodies to visit Want to know the best brunch spot in Berlin,
where you can sample the finest pintxos in San Sebastian, or fancy tucking into
the tastiest dishes in Copenhagen – Europe’s hottest foodie destination? Need
a place for the perfect dinner date in London or want to get off the tourist trail
and learn where the locals go in Paris? With its blend of venerable culinary
destinations such as Tbilisi and Athens, to cutting-edge cities like Berlin or
up-and-comers including Tallinn and Rekjavik, Foodie City Breaks: Europe will
provide you with a snapshot of 25 European culinary capitals, each with 10
recommendations any self-respecting foodie simply must try. It’s the perfect
travel companion for a long weekend, with all the hard work and research done
for you. Simply pick a place to eat and tuck in.

• Find out the locations for divine breakfasts, buzzing street-food spots, hidden
gems, blow-the-budget restaurants and convivial places to drink.
ISBN: 978-1-911026-48-8
144 pages (wood-free paper) I 100 colour
photographs I 210 x 170 mm I £9.99
flexi-bound
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: June 2018
9

• Short and to the point, each of the 250 recommendations is ideal for visitors
who want an easily digestible summary of a city’s food scene.

Gift & Humour

• Focuses on 25 carefully selected cities with a strong culinary identity – from
London to Lyon, Istanbul to Porto.

781911 026488

RICHARD MELLOR
is a freelance travel and food journalist who
writes regularly for Metro, The Times, The
Guardian, Telegraph Online, the Evening
Standard and Broadly. He is based in
Crystal Palace, London.

also available:

The Best Beer in the World
ISBN: 978-1-909313-71-2
£16.99
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Prosecco Drinking Games
What could be better than getting the girls together, grabbing a glass and cracking open
a bottle of bubbles? Why, throwing a few Prosecco-based drinking games into the mix, of
course! There are over 25 games that use everyone’s favourite sparkly tipple – ranging from
hilarious Beyoncé Bingo to the organised chaos that is the Prosecco Olympics. So what are
you waiting for? Choose your game, pop a cork and prepare to laugh. A lot!
• The essential accompaniment to house parties, holidays, hen weekends and nights out on
the town – it’s perfect for any time you want to let your hair down.
• No get together with the girls is complete without popping a few bottles of Prosecco! Sales
of the Italian sparkling wine are predicted to exceed 400 million bottles a year by 2020.

Gift & Humour

• Prosecco-themed merchandise is everywhere from greetings cards, tea towels, mugs,
socks, candles, lip balms and sweets. The search term ‘Prosecco’ on on-line marketplace
notonthehighstreet.com features 1,404 items available to buy!
• Drinking Games (ISBN 978-0-957140-94-3) and Hair of the Dog (ISBN 978-0-957140-95-0)
are bestsellers for Dog ’n’ Bone.
ISBN: 978-1-911026-42-6
64 pages I 30 colour illustrations
186 x 123 mm I £7.99 I hardback
Carton quantity: 76
Publication: March 2018

9

781911 026426

ABBIE CAMMIDGE
is a writer, relationship expert, columnist
and TV presenter, who writes on women’s
and men’s interests, parenting and lifestyle
for various titles including More!, Stylist,
Forever Sport, and Mother and Baby. She
has presented on shows for GMTV, T4,
and Disney. She is based in Amersham,
Buckinghamshire.

also available:

Drinking Games and
Hangover Cures
ISBN: 978-1-909313-77-4
£9.99
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At Home with Books

Mini Spiral-bound
Notebook*

Guest Book*

ISBN: 978-1-78249-587-1
96 pages (lined) l 143 x 101 mm
hardback, spiral binding, elastic
closure band l £4.16 plus VAT (net
trade price, firm sale);
£4.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 90
Publication: February 2018

9

Jigsaw Puzzle

ISBN: 978-1-78249-586-4
80 pages l 169 x 244 mm l hardback,
ribbon marker l £12.49 plus VAT
(net trade price, firm sale); £14.99
inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: February 2018

781782 495871
9

781782 495864

ISBN: 978-1-78249-588-8
1000 pieces l box 196 x 278 x 50 mm,
finished puzzle 680 x 481 mm
£10.82 plus VAT (net trade price,
firm sale); £12.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 5
Publication: February 2018

9

781782 495888

ALREADY AVAILABLE
Classic Notecards*

Wallet Notecards*

ISBN: 978-1-78249-498-0
20 cards & envelopes (5 each
of 4 designs) l 150 x 106 mm
£4.16 plus VAT (net trade price,
firm sale); £9.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 36

9

Mini Address Book*

ISBN: 978-1-78249-533-8
10 cards & envelopes (5 each
of 2 designs) l 150 x 106 mm
£2.91 plus VAT (net trade price,
firm sale); £6.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 96

9

781782 494980

ISBN: 978-1-78249-534-5
160 pages l 25 colour photographs
20 tabs l 143 x 101 mm l hardback,
concealed spiral binding, cloth
quarter-binding l £4.16 plus VAT
(net trade price, firm sale); £9.99
inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 40

781782 495338

9

Medium Spiral-bound
Notebook*

Birthday Book*
ISBN: 978-1-78249-535-2
112 pages, including thumbnail
tabs l 10 colour artworks
140 x 140 mm l hardback,
ribbon marker l £4.16 plus
VAT (net trade price, firm sale);
£9.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 56

ISBN: 978-1-78249-536-9
144 pages l 205 x 146 mm
hardback, spiral binding
£4.16 plus VAT (net trade
price, firm sale); £9.99 inc.
VAT
Carton quantity: 60

9
9

Journals, Organizers & Stationery

Fall in love with this new stationery range featuring gorgeous images of books in the home. Inspired by stunning libraries, studies,
and reading spaces, these items are perfect for organizing your work or home life. With notecards, notebooks, address book, birthday
book, guest book, jigsaw puzzle, and even a journal for your notes about books, you’ll never forget anything again!

781782 495345

Book Notes*
ISBN: 978-1-78249-537-6
144 pages with 4 dividers &
pockets l 20 colour illustrations
210 x 148 mm l hardback,
concealed spiral binding,
cloth quarter-binding
rrp £12.99 inc. VAT, trade
price £5.41
Carton quantity: 30

781782 495369

781782 495352
9

781782 495376

* see note on inside front cover re. Paperstyle FSC Certification
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paperstyle

Journals, Organizers & Stationery

Botanical Style Garden Notes
Whether you are looking for a useful place to plan your garden layout or
somewhere to record the results and successes of different plant varieties,
Garden Notes will prove to be an invaluable resource. The journal includes a
seasonal growing diary for planning a year of planting, tending and harvesting,
and contains some useful growing hints and tips, making this journal the perfect
companion in the garden. Use the blank pages to list gardens you want to visit
or to jot down ideas for improving your plot. Botanical Style is a gorgeous new
range of stationery that taps into the current trend for bringing nature, plants
and florals into the heart of the home. Inspired by antique prints and artworks,
potting sheds and houseplants, this beautiful and practical range is perfect for
organizing both work and home life. Including notecards, notebooks, an address
book, a birthday and anniversary book, a garden journal and even a jigsaw
puzzle, Botanical Style will surround you with the soothing beauty of the natural
world.
• Part of the Botanical Style range, which features a whole array of delightful
stationery and paper goods.
• Ideal for sale alongside Botanical Style by interior stylist Selina Lake
(ISBN: 978-1-84975-713-3).
ISBN: 978-1-84975-947-2
144 pages with 4 dividers & pockets
20 colour illustrations I 210 x 148 mm
rrp 12.99 inc. VAT, trade price £5.41
hardback, concealed spiral binding, cloth
quarter-binding, elastic closure band
Carton quantity: 30
Publication: February 2018

• Printed on FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) approved card and paper.
• Both beautiful and practical – the perfect gift.

51495
9

781849 759472

also available:

My Gardening Journal &
Planner
ISBN: 978-1-78249-410-2
rrp £14.99 inc. VAT
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Botanical Style

Classic Notecards*

Wallet Notecards*

ISBN: 978-1-84975-945-8
20 cards & envelopes (5 each of 4 design
150 x 106 mm l £4.16 plus VAT (net trade
price, firm sale); £9.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 36
Publication: February 2018

ISBN: 978-1-84975-946-5
10 cards & envelopes (5 each of 2 designs)
150 x 106 mm l £2.91 plus VAT (net trade
price, firm sale); £6.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 96
Publication: February 2018

9

9

781849 759458

781849 759465

Mini Address Book*

Birthday Book*

ISBN: 978-1-84975-952-6
160 pages l 25 colour photographs
20 tabs l 143 x 101 mm l hardback,
concealed spiral binding, cloth
quarter-binding l £4.16 plus VAT (net
trade price, firm sale); £9.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 40
Publication: February 2018

ISBN: 978-1-84975-951-9
112 pages, including thumbnail tabs
10 colour artworks l 140 x 140 mm
hardback, cloth quarter-binding,
ribbon marker l £4.16 plus VAT (net
trade price, firm sale); £9.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 56
Publication: February 2018

9

9

781849 759526

Journals, Organizers & Stationery

Organize your life with this fabulous new range of Botanical Style stationery. With images taken from Selina Lake’s beautiful book,
Botanical Style, these items are perfect for ordering your busy life. The complete set contains notecards, notebooks, an address book,
birthday book, guest book, jigsaw puzzle, and even a journal for your gardening notes, so you’ll never forget anything again!

781849 759519
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Journals, Organizers & Stationery

Botanical Style (cont’d)
Medium Spiral-bound
Notebook*

ISBN: 978-1-84975-949-6
144 pages l 205 x 146 mm l hardback,
spiral binding l £4.16 plus VAT (net
trade price, firm sale); £9.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 60
Publication: February 2018

Mini Spiral-bound
Notebook*

ISBN: 978-1-84975-950-2
96 pages (lined) l 143 x 101 mm
hardback, spiral binding, elastic
closure band l £4.16 plus VAT (net
trade price, firm sale);
£4.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 90
Publication: February 2018

9
9

Guest Book*

ISBN: 978-1-84975-948-9
80 pages l 169 x 244 mm l hardback,
cloth quarter-binding, ribbon marker
£12.49 plus VAT (net trade price, firm
sale); £14.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 24
Publication: February 2018

9

781849 759502

781849 759496

781849 759489

Jigsaw Puzzle

ISBN: 978-1-849795-953-3
1000 pieces l box 196 x 278 x 50 mm,
finished puzzle 680 x 481 mm l £10.82
plus VAT (net trade price, firm sale);
£12.99 inc. VAT
Carton quantity: 5
Publication: February 2018

9

781849 759533
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wallet notecards 87, 89

K
Kemp, Gillian
Mermaids & Dolphins 69
Knit Your Own Dolls 49

L
Lake, Selina
Homespun Style 30
Selina Lake: Garden Style 31
Laycock, Ellie
Creating the Vintage Look 42
Learn to Crochet Granny Squares &
Flower Motifs 53
Legendre, Alex
A Life Less Ordinary 34

O
Olive, Barbara
Flower Essences for Well-being 71
Ono, Mari
Fun Origami for Children: Flight! 62
Fun Origami for Children: Pets! 63
Ono, Roshin
Fun Origami for Children: Flight! 62

ScandiKitchen Summer 1
Scandinavian Needlecraft 47
Schneebeli-Morrell, Deborah
The Decorated Garden 38
Secret Language of Herbs, The 75
Seed Bead Book, The 54
Selina Lake: Garden Style 31
Shabby Chic Interiors 24
Sheet Pan Cooking 6
Shibori 45
Silja
The Green Wiccan Year 73
Simmons, Joanna
Homespun Style 30
Small Summer Gardens 37
Smart Phone Smart Photography 55
So You Think You’re a Bookworm? 82
So You Think You’re a Foodie? 83
Spencer-Churchill, Henrietta
Georgian Style and Design for
Contemporary Living 26
stationery
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At Home with Books 87
Botanical Style 89
Suckling, Nigel
The Dragon Tarot 68
Summer Grilling 8
Superfood Energy Balls & Bites 13
Superfood Juices and Smoothies 17

T
Tabram, Nicolette
Modern Stencils 41
tarot cards
The Dragon Tarot 68
Mermaids & Dolphins 69
Tequila Beyond Sunrise 22
Trench, Nicki
201 Knitting Motifs, Blocks, Projects
and Ideas 52
Learn to Crochet Granny Squares &
Flower Motifs 53
A Passion for Quilting 47
Rainbow Knits 50
Triathlon 64
Tschiesche, Jenny
Sheet Pan Cooking 6

V
Vanderveldt, Leah
The New Porridge 12
Veggie Salad Bowl, The 9

W
Ward, Wendy
A Beginner’s Guide to Sewing with Knitted
Fabrics 46
Westbrook, Carolyn
Carolyn Westbrook: Vintage French Style
27
Wild Mocktails and Healthy Cocktails 18
Winter-Barker, Megan
The Clever Camper Cookbook 7

Y
Yorke, Francesca
Gardening with Junk 39
Youngs, Clare
Book Art 44
My First Painting and Collage Book 60
Scandinavian Needlecraft 47
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Sales & Marketing
UK AND EXPORT SALES
AND MARKETING
Danny Parnes
UK and Export Sales Director
Ryland Peters & Small
20–21 Jockey’s Fields
London WC1R 4BW
Tel: +44 (0)20 7025 2227
danny.parnes@rps.co.uk
Emma McArthur
Export Sales Manager
Address as above
Tel: +44 (0)20 7025 2254
emma.mcarthur@rps.co.uk
Thèrese Oertenblad
Head of Special Sales
Address as above
Tel: +44 (0)20 7025 2270
therese.oertenblad@rps.co.uk
Publicity
Jane Pickett
CICO Publicity Manager
Address as above
Tel: +44 (0)20 7025 2240
jane.pickett@cicobooks.co.uk
Lizzie Curtin
RPS Publicity Manager
Address as above
Tel: +44 (0)20 7025 2232
lizzie.curtin@rps.co.uk
publicity@rps.co.uk
Northern Ireland and
Republic of Ireland
Sales and Publicity
John Fitzpatrick
Co. Dublin, Ireland
Tel: +353 87 246 9859
Fax: +353 1 282 0491
ﬁtzmullbooks@eircom.net

Italy and Gibraltar
Penny Padovani
Padovani Books
Cortona, Italy
Tel/Fax: +39 0575 614338
Mobile: +39 3453536837
penny@padovanibooks.com
Greece and Cyprus
Isabella Curtis
Padovani Books
Athens, Greece
Tel: +30 210 7218995
isabella@padovanibooks.com
Scandinavia
Gill Angell and Stewart Siddall
Angell Eurosales
Perth, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1764 683781
info@angelleurosales.com

South Africa, Namibia, Lesotho,
Swaziland and Botswana
Noelene Gray
Peter Hyde Associates
Cape Town, South Africa
Tel: +27 (0) 214475300
Fax: +27 (0) 4471430
noelene@peterhyde.co.za
Africa
Anita Zih
A–Z Africa Book Services
Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 104 154 250
Fax: +31 104 151 128
anita.zih@azabs.nl
For all other Export enquiries,
contact Emma McArthur.

CO-EDITION SALES
Denise Lie
Rights Director
Ryland Peters & Small
20–21 Jockey’s Fields
London WC1R 4BW
Tel: +44 (0)20 7025 2283
Fax: +44 (0)20 7025 2201
denise.lie@rps.co.uk
Sarah See
Rights Manager
Address as above
Tel: +44 (0)20 7025 2252
sarah.see@rps.co.uk
Hannah Styles
Rights Assistant
Address as above
Tel: +44 (0)20 7025 2230
hannah.styles@rps.co.uk

Australia
Leilani Mason
Hardie Grant Books
Melbourne, Australia
Tel: +61 3 8520 6444
Fax: +61 3 8520 6422
leilanimason@hardiegrant.com
New Zealand
Susan Holmes
Bookreps NZ Ltd
Auckland, New Zealand
Tel: +64 9 419 2635
Fax: +64 9 419 2634
susan@bookreps.co.nz
Singapore and Malaysia
June Lim
Pansing Distribution SDN BHD
1 New Industrial Road
Singapore 536196
Tel: +65 6319 9939
junelim@pansing.com

Spain and Portugal
Jenny Padovani Frias
Padovani Books
Barcelona, Spain
Tel: +34 637 027 587
jenny@padovanibooks.com

TRADE ORDERS
to Macmillan Distribution Ltd
Brunel Road, Houndmills,
Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 6XS
Tel: +44 (0)1256 302 692
Fax: +44 (0)1256 812 521
orders@macmillan.co.uk

TERMS
Minimum order value = £150
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